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Abstract 
A system of equations in the I-calculus is a set of formulas of ,4 (the equations) together with 
a finite set of variables of A (the unknowns). A system 9’ is said to be /?-solvable (&solvable) iff 
there exists a simultaneous substitution with closed L-terms for the unknowns that makes the 
equations of Y theorems in the theory p (/?q). A system Y can be viewed as a set of 
specifications (the equations) for a finite set of programs (the unknowns) whereas a solution for 
Y yields executable codes for such programs. 
A class G of systems for which the solvability problem is effectively decidable defines an 
equational programming language and a system solving algorithm for G defines a compiler for 
such language. 
This leads us to consider separation-like systems (SL-systems), i.e. systems with equations 
having form xfi = z, where x is an unknown and z is a free variable which is not an unknown. 
We show that the b (/3q)-solvability problem for SL-systems is undecidable. 
On the other hand we are able to define a class of SL-systems (regular SL-systems) for which 
the /&solvability problem is decidable in Polynomial Time. Such class yields an equational 
programming language in which self-application is handled, constraints on executable code to 
be generated by the compiler can be specified by the user and (properties of) data structures can 
be described in an abstract way. 
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Functions can be specified with equations. 
0.0. Example. A primitive recursive function f: N + N can be specified with the 
equations (a E N and H: N x N + N): 
0.0.0. f (0) = a, 
0.0.1. f(n + 1) = H(f(n), n). 
However equations 0.0.0, 1 (i.e. 0.0.0 and 0.0.1) do not specify a program. We can 
specify a program reading equations 0.0.0, 1 as rewrite rules. We have: 
0.0.2. f(0) + a, 
0.0.3. f(n + 1) + H(f(494 
An interpreter for a programming language based on rewrite rules is described in [ 111. 
If a compiler is wanted, a natural approach is to write specifications 0.0.2,3 in 
a language in which also programs can be represented. This leads us to consider 
I-calculus since it is a formal language whose expressions (I-terms) can be interpreted 
as programs. 
Equations 0.0.0, 1 can be easily written as a system of equations in A-calculus. 
0.1. Example. Find a A-term F such that (a, If, n,O, 3 are, respectively, representations 
for (as in 0.0) a, H, n, 0, s (successor function)): 
0.1.0. FQ = a, 
0.1.1. F@ $ = H(F +I. 
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Of course any solution F for 0.1 .O, 1 is a representation for the function f defined in 
Example 0.0. However, as 0.0.0, 1, equations 0.1.0, 1 do not specify a program. 
The rewrite rules 0.0.2,3 can also be written as systems of equations in I-calculus. 
0.2. Example. Find a &term L such that (4, II, rz,Q, 5, as in 0.1): 
0.2.0. LO = Yo, 
0.2.1. L(_sn) = Y,(JW!% 
where y, and y, are free (and fresh) variables (i.e. parameters). 
A solution for 0.2.0,l is a I-term L (containing y, and yl) satisfying 0.2.0,l. Any 
solution L for 0.2.0,l yields a representation F = L[yo := a, yl := II] (see Section 2 
for :=) for the program (and hence for the function f) specified by 0.0.2,3. 
A compiler for a programming language based on equations like 0.2.0,l is in [3]. 
To avoid hidden parts the equations can be arranged so that we always look for 
closed I-terms. Moreover n can also be replaced by a free variable. Thus, equations 
0.2.0,l become: 
Find a closed A-term D such that (where yo, y, and z are free variables): 
0.2.2. DYOY,!~ = YO, 
0.2.3. DYOY,W) = YI(DYOYIZ)Z. 
The program specified by 0.0.2,3 can be represented with the I-term G = D@ (= F). 
In fact we have Gfj = DaflQ = a and Gbz) = DaH@z) = H(D&z)z = fZ(Gz)z. Thus, 
we can regard 0.2.2,3 as equations equivalent o 0.0.2,3. 
Of course from D we can obtain L defining L = Dyoyl and from L we can obtain 
D defining D = iyoyl . L. 
0.3. Remark. Equations 0.2.2,3 depend only on the LHS of the rewrite rules 0.0.2,3, 
i.e. equations 0.2.2,3 depend only on the schemata of specifications allowed in our 
programming language. Hence, a solution D for 0.2.2,3 represents the control struc- 
ture of the program (i.e. pattern matching, etc.) that depends only on the schemata of 
equations used in the specifications. Thus, given a program (e.g. 0.0.2,3) in a functional 
language we can divide the compilation process into four steps. 
Step 0: Type checking (which essentially depends only on the RHS parts of the 
specifications) (e.g. a, H in 0.2 for 0.0.2,3). 
Step 1: Generation of the equations describing the control srructure of the program 
(which essentially depends only on the LHS parts of the specifications) (e.g. 0.2.2,3 for 
0.0.2,3). 
Step 2: Construction of executable code for the control structure (e.g. D satisfying 
0.2.2,3). 
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Step 3: Generation of a code for the given program (e.g. G as in 0.2). 
Steps 1 and 3 are straightforward. In this paper we focus on Step 2. 
Of course an analogous approach can be taken for partial recursive functions. 
0.4. Example. A partial recursive functionf: N -+ N can be specified with the rewrite 
rules(aEfWandH:(N-+N)xN+N): 
0.4.0. f (0) -+ a, 
0.4.1. f(n + 1) + H(f, n). 
Reasoning as in 0.2 the control structure for 0.4.0,l can be found looking for 
a closed term Q satisfying the equations: 
0.4.2. QYOYI!~ = YO, 
0.4.3. QYOY~W = Y~(QYOY& 
Thus, reasoning as in 0.2, any solution Q for 0.4.2,3 yields a representation 
G’ E QLZH for the program (and hence for the function) specified by 0.4.1,l. Remark 
0.3 still holds. 
Of course equations 0.4.2,3 are more general then 0.2.2,3. From a solution Q for 
0.4.2,3 we can obtain a solution D for 0.2.2,3 defining D = lyoyl. Qy,(Afi. yl (fi)z). 
Since G’ 3 (Qyoyl)[yo := a, y, := IT] by abuse of language we will also call Qy,y, 
a representation for the program 0.4.0,1. 
According to the previous discussion a system 9’ of equations in the &calculus can 
be viewed as a set of specifications (the equations) (e.g. 0.2.2,3) for a finite set of 
programs (the unknowns) e.g. D in 0.2.2,3) whereas a solution for 9’ (e.g. an actual 
value for D) yields executable codes for these programs. 
A class of systems 6 for which the solvability problem is effectively decidable 
defines an equational programming language and an algorithm to solve the systems in 
G yields a compiler (which may or may not carry out code optimization) for such 
language. Both specifications and results of the compilation process can be represent- 
ed inside the L-calculus. This would not be possible in a term rewriting system without 
some abstraction mechanism. Moreover, specifying sets of A-terms with equations 
does not leave out any interesting set, to be precise: any recursively enumerable and 
/?-closed set of closed I-terms is the set of solutions to a combinator equation [14]. 
These features make i-calculus appealing as a calculus for automated synthesis of 
programs when specifications are expressed with equations. Unfortunately, the exist- 
ence of a solution for a system (as well as the existence of a program satisfying given 
specifications) is, in general, undecidable. Nevertheless many interesting equational 
languages have been defined in the literature (e.g. interpreter [l 11, compiler [3,7,12]). 
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Though almost all the equational anguages allow the specification of wide classes 
of recursive functions, there are drastic differences with respect to the kind of 
equations the user is allowed to write. The more schemata of equations are allowed in 
a language, the easier is to write specifications. Moreover, limiting the class of 
admissible equations might reduce the class of definable program properties. 
0.5. Example. Consider the numerical system (Q, 3, _p,Zer9) (as in [2]), where (the 
A-terms I, UT are defined in 2.0): 
0 = Lab. b, _s E Aab. bab, p E Jb.bU:U:, Zero = Lb. b(U;‘U;)U:. 
Find a i-term F s.t.: 
0. F represents the program in 0.4.0,1; 
1. F has form At. tF1F2. 
We look for D E /lo s.t. (y = yo, y,): 
0.5.0. DFQ = yo(Dj)Q (constraint 0). 
0.5.1. @(_sz) = Yi(Q)Z, 
0.5.2. @(lab. z) = z (constraint 1). 
A possible /3-solution is 
D = GG = Qt. t (Eala2a3. y, (t(U:I)GG~)a,)(y,(tIIGGj)t), 
where 
G = 2ujt. t(~a,u,a,.y,(t(U:I)uu~)u,)(yo(tIIGGj)t). 
Hence, F = Dj (note that F has normal form). Equations 0.5.1,l are sufficient to 
specify any partial recursive function (e.g. see [ 15,0.0]), however they cannot express 
any constraint on the executable code of a program. This can be done using equation 
0.5.2. The system 0.5.0,l can be transformed into an X-separability problem (3.1) 
[7,8], but the system 0.5.0-0.5.2 (i.e. 0.5.0, 0.5.1,0.5.2) cannot because of the presence 
of equation 0.5.2. 
An unpleasant feature of the known compilers for equational programming is that 
the user (or someone else for him) has to specify the actual representation of the data 
structures (as we did in 0.1-0.5). Since data structures are control structures we can 
leave this task to our compiler. 
0.6. Example. Find a L-term F and a numerical system (0, _s, p, m s.t.: 
0. F represents the program in 0.4.0,1; 
1. F has form At. tF,F,; 
2. a numeral applied to its constructors realizes an arbitrarily given partial recur- 
sive function (e.g. specified with equations similar to 0.4.0,l). 
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We look for D, DQ, D,, Dp, Dm E A0 s.t. (j = Y,,y,,Y,,y3~y,,Y5): 
0.6.0. 
0.6.1. 
0.6.2. 
0.6.3. 
0.6.4. 
0.65. 
0.6.6. 
0.6.7. 
0.68. 
D,j(D~ji) = (DO?) (equations 0.6.0-3 specify the data structure), 
DP$(DSjz) = z (p = DPy is a left inverse for 3 E D$), 
D~,,,j(Doj) = yz (a = D-j recognizes the constructors 
(i.e. Q = Doj, _s)), 
Dz&(D&) = ~3, 
W&T) = Y~(D~)(D~~)(D~~)(D~~)(Dz~~~~) (constraint 01, 
DW&) = Y~(D~)(D~~)(D,T)(D~~)(D~~)z. 
Dj(Aab. z) = z (constraint 1) 
DQY(DJ)(DQ~) = Y,(D~‘)(D~~)(D~T)(D,~)(D~~) (constraint 3, 
D~?z(DsTWn3) = YS(D~)(DO~)(D~Y’)(D~P)(DZ,,,~)Z. 
The system 0.6.0-0.6.8 has a p-solution. Defining F 3 Dj;, 0 = DQ~, _s = D,j, 
p= D& Zero= D -9, we solve our problem. With this specification of the data 
structure we always get a one shot predecessor p (i.e. the length of the computation of 
p g is constant since _s is left-invertible in A). Consider the equation 
0.6.9. DjU; = U:. 
The system 0.6.0-0.6.9 is still /I-solvable, however the system 0.5.0-0.5.2, 0.6.9 (with 
jj as in 0.6) is no longer /?-solvable because there is a conflict between 0.5.0 and 0.6.9 
since we chose Q = U$ in 0.5. To avoid these unnatural conflicts the actual representa- 
tion of the data structures hould be chosen by the compiler (i.e. the constructors of 
the data structures hould be regarded as unknowns in the system). 
The system 0.6.0-0.6.8 cannot be transformed into an X-separability problem (3.1) 
because of the presence of equations 0.6.1,6. Moreover, the system 0.6.0-0.6.8 
cannot be solved with the methods in [3] because the representation of the data 
structure is an unknown (and it is determined together with the representation for the 
program). 
Because after all the constructors of a data structure are programs nothing prevents 
us from putting additional constraints on them. 
0.7. Example. Find a representation (Q,s,p,Zero) for the natural numbers s.t.: 
0. the application of two natural numbers realizes an arbitrarily given partial 
recursive function; 
1. the i-term representing the successor has form Aab. bLIL2. 
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We look for DQ,D~,&,,D~E~~ s-t. (F = Y~,Y~,Yz,Y~,Y~,Y~): 
0.7.0. Dpj(&y) = Do? (specification of the data structure (as in 0.6.0-3)), 
0.7.1. D&D&) = z, 
0.7.2. Dz,,,?(Dn?) = ~4, 
0.7.3. Dz&(D&) = ~5, 
0.7.4. D&DO?) = YO(DO~)(D~~)(D~~)(D~~) (constraint Q 
0.75 D&D@) = ~r(Dg?)(D&(D,j)(Dz&)z, 
0.7.6. D+(Doj) = yz(Dn9(DsT)(Dp j)(Da j)z, 
0.7.7. D+(D,jz) = Y~(DQY)(D_~Y)(D~~)(Dz&)w 
0.7.8. D,jS;Z(iab.z) =z (constraint 1). 
ChoosingO - DQ$_s = Dsj,_p = D,j,m = D_ zero? yields the wanted representa- 
tion for the natural numbers. 
A possible /&solution for this system is (a = ul, u2, u3, u4) (the terms P, are defined 
in 2.0): 
where 
G,* E AGjt.((Goyt)[yo:= yo(t(UfI)~,ijj)(t(UfI)~2Zj~)(~3~)(~4~), 
yl := y1(t(U:h~j;)(t(U:b~j%~3j)(u4i;)l), 
GY = nz;~t,t,.((G,~t,t,)[I~2:= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
y3:= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Go = Lj&t(tP2@aI . . . a6.y,a2)(& . . . a4.yo)t), 
Gr = A$rt2. t2(t2P2(&r . . . a,.y3a,a6)(&zr . . . a4.y2)t2)tI. 
System 0.7.0-0.7.8 cannot be transformed into an X-separability problem (3.1) be- 
cause of the presence of equations 0.7.1,8 and, as in 0.6, cannot be solved with the 
methods in [3]. 
Of course analogous considerations apply to any data structure definable with 
a (heterogeneous) term algebra (6.4). 
Not every program specification with rewrite rules can be faithfully transformed 
into a system of equations like those in 0.5-0.7. 
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0.8. Example. Let Boole = {false, true}. Consider the rewrite rules (H,, Hi E Boole): 
0.8.0. dsW4) + HO, 
0.8.1. g(false) + HI; 
0.8.2. N,) + Ho, 
0.8.3. g(false) -+ HI. 
The specifications in 0.8.0,l and 0.8.2,3 are consistent (i.e. confluent) iff 
[HI = false aHo = HI]. To the rules 0.8.0,l we associate the system (false = Uf and 
true = Ut) 
0.8.4. GY,Y, (GY,Y I false) = YO, 
0.8.5. GY,Y&& = Y,, 
with as unknown the closed term G. 
However, the system 0.8.4,5 does not have any solution. In fact let G be a closed 
term satisfying 0.8.4,5. Then from 0.8.4,5 we have Gy,y,y, = y, and Gyeyifalse = y,. 
Thus Gy,false false = false. This is absurd, thus 0.8.4,5 does not have any solution -- - 
even though when Ho = HI = false, the specifications 0.8.0,l are consistent. The 
reason for this fact is that there are values for H,, and H, that make the specifications 
0.8.0,l inconsistent (i.e. not confluent), whereas the B-solvability of 0.8.4,5 would 
guarantee the consistency of the specifications 0.8.0,l for any choice of Ho and HI. 
The rules 0.8.2,3 are translated into the system (with as unknown the closed term G) 
0.8.6. GYOYIHI = YO, 
0.8.7. Gy,y, false = yl. 
The system 0.8.6,7 has a p-solution iff HI # false. Note that the condition 
H, # false guarantees the consistency of the specifications 0.8.2,3 for any choice of H,, . 
When Ho = HI = false, the specifications 0.8.0,l and 0.8.2,3 are consistent, but the 
systems 0.8.4,5 and 0.8.6,7 have no p-solutions. 
More in general, the B-solvability of the system of equations Y that we associate 
with a specification R given by rewrite rules guarantees the consistency of R and of 
any specification R' differing from R only for the values of the “H’s” in the RHS terms. 
Thus, specifications like 0.8.4,5 or 0.8.6,7 with HI = false are rejected by our compiler. 
The problem of finding a common /I (/Iv)-left-inverse for a finite set 
5 = {Ml,..., M,} of closed A-terms (combinators) can also be formulated as the 
fi-solvability problem for systems like those in 0.5-0.7 (namely find a combinator L s.t. 
Vi (1 , . . . . TI> L(Miz) = z). It is known [4, lo] that the problem of finding a /I- 
left-inverse for a combinator is decidable. However, here we show (4.1) that the 
problem of finding a common /I @q)-left-inverse for a finite set of combinators is 
undecidable. 
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Systems like those in 0.5-0.7 cannot be solved with the methods in [3,5-81 or [12] 
(3.2). Unfortunately the /? (&)-solvability problem for this kind of systems is, in general, 
undecidable (4.1 and 4.3). The simultaneous presence of self-application (e.g. equation 
0.7.4) and bounding on the size of (subterms of) the solutions (e.g. equation 0.7.8) are the 
main difficulties to face for this kind of systems. Consider equation 0.5.2. It implies that 
D has form A$. tL, . . . L,. Moreover, m must be equal to the number of abstractions in 
Lab. z. Thus, m = 2 and D = A$. tL,L,. The smaller m the more cleverness we need to 
find a solution. Since, in general, too much cleverness i  needed, the fl &)-solvability 
problem for systems imilar to those in 0.5-0.7 is, in general, undecidable. 
In this paper we define a class of systems (5.3,6.2) (strictly larger than the classes 
introduced in [7,8]) containing systems like those in 0.5-0.7 and for which the 
j-solvability problem is decidable in Polynomial Time (5.2,6.2). This class defines an 
equational programming language in which constraints on the executable codes to be 
generated by the compiler can be specified (e.g. as 0.5.2) and (properties of) data 
structures can be described in an abstract way (e.g. as in 0.6,7). 
1. Summary 
Section 2 reviews a few definitions about the A-calculus and introduces some 
conventions. 
Section 3 defines SL-systems (or, if we like, SL-specifications). SL-systems are 
a particular class of systems of equations (i.e. of program specifications). All the 
systems that we will study can (and will) be transformed into SL-systems. 
Section 4 gives (alas!) some undecidability results. In particular we show that the 
following problems are undecidable: (4.1) /I-solvability for SL-systems (i.e. find execut- 
able codes, if any, satisfying a given set of SL-specifications); (4.3) p-solvability for 
systems like those in 0.5-0.7. 
Section 5 gives our main result: There is an interesting class of SL-systems (regular 
SL-systems) for which the following tasks can be carried out in Polynomial Time: to 
test if an SL-system is regular; to test if a regular SL-system has a /&solution; to 
construct a p-solution (if any) to a regular SL-system. 
Section 6 is the final step toward the construction of our compiler. Using the 
algorithms in Section 5 we give a Polynomial Time algorithm to construct fl-solutions 
(if any) for a class of systems of equations which is large enough to be used as an 
equational programming language (e.g. it includes specifications like those in 0.5,0.6, 
0.7). It is in this sense that regular SL-systems are interesting. 
2. The i-calculus 
We review a few definitions about the I-calculus. We assume the reader familiar 
with [l] of which, unless otherwise stated, we use notations and conventions. 
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Var is the set of variables of A, the symbol E denotes syntactic equality; 
li?SM 1 ,..., M,; Ik( = n; {&Ii) = {M, ,..., M,}. 
2.0. Example. The following are A-terms: LJl = Axi . . . x,. xi (1 6 i d n), I = Vi, 
K = U;, 0 = Ax. xx, 52 = 033 (a represents a nonterminating program), 
P,~~x~...x,x,+~.x,+~x~...x,, (M, I..., M,) =P,Mi...M,. 
A term M is said to be I-free if M E y&?. 3 s A is said to be A-free if its elements are 
A-free. 4[ ] (A”[ 1) is the set of contexts on n (with no free variables) [l, 2.1.181. 
If Z G Var then M [Z := N] denotes the result of substituting N for all the (free) 
occurrences of each z E Z in M. If z E Var we write M[z:= N] for M[ (z} := N] and 
(M=N)[Z:=Q]forM[Z:=Q]=N[Z:=Q].Form(n)={M=NE/iIM,NEn}. 
The elements of Form (A) are called formulas of /1. A theory U is a set of formulas of/i. 
If M = N E U we write M =T N and we say that M = N is a theorem in T. We write 
M =trlj N for M = N E ). (12~) [l , 2.1.4, 281 (it will be clear from the mathematical 
context if M = N is a formula or a theorem of A). 
A A-term M is said to be solvable iff there exists a i-term %. y Q st. M = E. ~0. 
SOL is the set of solvable l-terms [l, 2.2.10-123. We say that M has nf if M has 
/?-normal form [l, 3.1.83. 
Boole = {true, false} is the set of boolean values. Iffis a function from Q to Boole 
and q E Q we say that q satisfiesfifff(q) = true. 
2.1. Definition. (i) A system (of equations) is a pair (r, X) where r E Form(A) and 
X is a finite subset of Var. Unless otherwise stated we will assume that r is finite. 
(ii) Let 9’ = (r, X) be a system. A formula M = N E r is said to be an equation of 
Y. By abuse of language we write also M = N E 9’. A variable x E X is said to be an 
unknown of Y. Unless otherwise stated equations are considered up to /I-conversion, 
e.g. Y, = ({lz.xz)z = x}, {x}) = ({xz = x}, {x}) is a system with one equation 
(xz = x) and one unknown (x). 
(iii) Let T be a theory and Y = (r, {xi, . . ..x.}) be a system. Y is said to be 
U-solvable iff there exists D,, . . . , D, E A0 s.t. VM = N E Y D[M] =T D[N], where 
D[]-(nx,...~,.[])D~...D,.D[]-(IZx~...x,.[])D~...D~issaidtobeaU- 
solution for Y. 
(iv) If Y = (r, (xl) and D[ ] E (2.x. [ 1) D IS a U-solution for Y by abuse of 
language we say also that D is a U-solution for Y. 
(v) The U-solvability problem for a system 9’ is the problem of deciding if 9’ is 
U-solvable. 
2.2. Notation. When, as we did in Sections 0 and 1, we regard a system 9’ = (r, X) as 
a set of program specifications we have: r is the set of program specifications in Y, 
X is the set of unknown programs (i.e the programs for which we need to find 
executable codes) and a p-solution for Y constitutes the executable codes satisfying 
the specifications in 9. Thus, to test if there are programs (executable codes) satisfying 
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the specifications in Y means to test if Y has a /?-solution (fl-solvability problem 
for Y). 
Of course it is a matter of taste which words to use. In the following we will usually 
speak about systems of equations and B-solutions, however we will speak about 
specifications, programs and executable codes whenever we feel this can help to 
convey the intuition behind formal definitions. 
2.3. Notation. In the following we only consider A-terms having a finite Bohm-tree. 
Moreover, as usual, we assume of having an oracle that given a A-term M computes 
BT(M) (or, equivalently, we assume that A-terms are given in @-normal form). 
Moreover, when dealing with complexity issues we assume that any label in BT(M) 
can be represented in a cell of memory. 
2.4. Definition. We measure complexity using the following definitions. Let 3 be 
a finite subset of n and Y = (r, X) be a system. 
l Node(S) = max{number of nodes in BT(M)) M E s}. 
l Size(B) = Card(S) Nodes(g). 
l Size(Y) = Size((M13M = N EY}) + Size(jNI3M = N EZ?‘}) + Card(X). 
The input size for an algorithm taking a system Sp as input is Size(Y), e.g. 
a Polynomial Time algorithm to test the /I-solvability for a system Y is an algorithm 
that runs in time polynomial in Size(Y). 
3. SL-systems 
Many interesting systems (e.g. those in 0.5-0.7) can be transformed into systems 
with equations having form xM = z. We call the latter SL-systems (or, if we like, 
SL-specifications). Solving SL-systems will be the core of our system solving algo- 
rithm. 
3.0. Definition. (i) A system Y = (r, X) is said to be an SL-system (separation like) if 
its equations have form xM = z, where x E X and z 6 X. 
(ii) An SL-system Y = (r, {x}) is said to be an HSL-system (head separation like) if 
its equations have form xk = z, where x $ FV(M). Thus, an HSL-system is an 
SL-system without self-application. 
3.1. Example. Separability Cl, 10.4.4; 93 and X-separability [7,8] are j-solvability 
problems for particular HSL-systems and SL-systems. 
Let $j = {M,, . . . . M,} c A and y = y, . . . y, be fresh variables. 
(a) 5 is said to be separable iff the HSL-system Y = ( {xFM1 = y,, . . ..xj?M.,, 
= y,}, {x}) is /I-solvable. 
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(b) Let 5 be i-free and X = {xi, . . . . x,} ((X n FV(g)) may be nonempty). 5 is said 
to be X-separable 8 the SL-system Y = ({(lx, . . . x,. Mi) (x1 j) . . . (x,j) = y, ( 
i=l , . . . , m}, X) is P-solvable. Separability is a particular case of X-separability. 
3.2. Example. An HSL-system is more general than a separability problem and an 
SL-system is more general than an X-separability problem. 
Let Y = ({x(la. aU~(azQS2)) = z, x(la. au;(aS2zQ)) = z, x@u. z) = z}, (x}). 
A possible p-solution for Y is D = It. t(lub. tP&(luu. uUf,luu. uU:)), but there is 
no /?-solution for Y having form 
3.2.0. AtI ... t, .v. tp. t,H, ... Hqti, ... ti,, 
where HI, . . . . Hq E A0 and r d p, i.e. a /3-solution for Y must have a local memory, e.g. 
the rightmost occurrence of t in D. 
More in general, we say that an SL-system Q requires local memory iff Cl! does not 
have any fi-solution of the form in 3.2.0. 
The SL-system Y requires local memory. This can be proved by contradiction. Let 
L be a p-solution for Sp. Assume that L has form as in 3.2.0. 
Case 0: L = It. tH. Then 
L(h. uUf(azS2S2)) = HU:(HzQQ), 
L&I. uU&zS2zS2)) = HU;(HQzS2). 
Because H E A0 n SOL we have two subcases: 
H = ;ltlt2. tl&. Then (HS2zQ) $ SOL. Absurd. 
H = Atlt2. t2&. Then (HzQR) $ SOL. Absurd. 
Case 1: L = At. tt. Then L (h. au: (uzQR)) # z. Absurd. Thus, the thesis follows. 
On the other hand if a (X-)separability problem has a /?-solution then it has a 
/?-solution having form 3.2.0 [l, 10.4.12; 6, 91. 
As a matter of fact HSL-systems are so powerful that their /I (j?q)-solvability 
problem is, in general, undecidable (4.1). However, the /3-solvability for an interesting 
class of SL-systems can be characterized (5.2). 
4. Undecidability results 
To avoid hopeless earch for necessary and sufficient conditions of solvability for 
systems of equations we give some undecidability results. In particular in 4.1 we show 
that the p (/Iv)-solvability problem for HSL-systems (3.0) is undecidable. Moreover, 
we show that the P-solvability problem for systems like those in 0.5-0.7 is, in general, 
undecidable (4.3). 
The following idea comes from [13]. 
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4.0. Definition. Let k E N. We define Pk = Ax. Gkx rk]K I I, where Gk E It. Fk#, Ff is 
obtained from Fk replacing each redex (da. P)Q in Fk by t(Aa. P)Q (hence Ff is in nf), 
Fk d-defines {k} (the kth partial recursive function) as in [l, 8.41. Note that Pk has nf. 
We have Pk I =B if { k}(k)1 then I else unsolvable. 
The fi (fiq)-solvability problem for HSL-systems (and thus, a fortiori, for SL- 
systems) is undecidable (4.1). 
4.1. Proposition. Let Y = ({ (2 x a. az) = z, x (Aa. a@)) = l4, x@a. a(u(P,uy))) = y}, 
(xl). Then 9’ is /I (pq)-solvable ifs (k)(k)1 . 
Proof. (-c=) D E It. t1 is a b-solution for Y. 
( =P) Let D[ ] be a &-solution for 9. Let (pi be the standard reduction 
D[x(~a.uz)]+~F ~lt~...t,. (~u.~z)H,,,...H~,~~~Q~~~~...~~.zQ~,~...Q~,~~~~z, 
where F is the first term in the reduction (ri in which (Au. uz) is on the head and the 
leftmost occurrence of z in F will come on the head in oI and Q is the first term in (pi 
where z is on the head. Let * = [ {z,u, y} := 521. 
We have Vie{1 , .-.,q} CQl,i+bqti and QT,i++pq til and 
it 1 . . . t,.(Az.uz)H:., . . . H:,h+B Ilt, .._ t,. H:,,zH:,, . . . H:.h 
+,&, . . . t,.zGi,i . . . G1.q+B,,~. 
Consider the standard reduction a2 : D [x(Au. u(a))] -By,, u. We have 
D[x(Au. u(uu))] +p At, . . . t,. (iu. u(uu)) H2, 1 . . . H2,h 
-++pAt1 . . . tr.H2,l(H2,~W2,2 . ..H~.,,-H&I . ..c..Hz,tuQ2.1 . ..Qz.q++.g, 
where ViE(l,..., h} 3Li E A0 [HI,i = Li(~u. UZ) and H2,i = Li(Au. u(uu))] and 
ViE{l ,..., q}FiI’i~/f~[Qi,i= F(%a.~z)andQz,i= K(k.U(UU))]. 
Hence, Vi E { 1, . . . , q) [QT,i E Q& This implies Q3,i =n ti. Hence, Hz, 1 u =a~. SUP- 
pose Hf, 1 u 4 SOL, then H:. , z 4 SOL. This is absurd. Hence, Hz, 1 u E SOL. This 
implies Hz, 1 =q I and because HT. 1 c Hz, 1 we have also Hz, 1 =‘I I. 
Consider the standard reduction a3 : D[x(Au. u(u(P,~~y)))]++~,, y. We have 
D[x(&. u(aP~uy)))]--11 it, . . . t,.(Au. u(uP~uy)))H,,~ . . . H3,hhp At, . . . t,. If,,, 
(H,,,(P,H~,~Y))H~,~...H~.~-**~~~~~ ...tq.(H3,1(PkH3,1~))Q3,1 . ..Q3.q. 
AS before we have ViE{l,...,q} CQT.iLQ3.i and Q3,i=qti]. Moreover, 
I z,,H:,~ E H3,1, hence H3,1 =,, I. This implies Pk Iy E SOL and P, I E SOL. Hence 
{kj(k)l. 0 
Thus, though both one side (left, right) invertibility problems are decidable in /I 
[4, IO], the problem of finding a common left inverse for a finite set of combinators is, 
in general, undecidable in p as well as in /Iv. 
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The existence of a common /I (&)-right inverse for a finite set of combinators is 
undecidable as well [ 133 (4.2). We report the proof with a system 9’ (inspired from 
[12, 4.61) slightly different from that in [13]. 
4.2. Proposition (Statman [13]). Let 
y = ({xyU:(xYU:(P,(xYU:))(xYU:)) = Y? 
xYU:(P,(xYU:))(xYU:) = Y}? (x1). 
Then 9’ is /I (/?u)-solvable ifS{k}(k)J. 
Proof. (e) D = AtltZ.t21f1 is a fi-solution for Y. 
( s) Let D be a /Iv-solution for 9’. Then DyU:y =,,y. If DyU:a =,,y then DyUT 
(P,(DyU:)) (DyU$) =,y(DyU$) =,,y, which is impossible. Hence, DQUfy =,,y. Then 
DQU: =,, I. We have I(I(P,I)(DyU$) =,, PJ(DyUz) =,,y. Hence, PJ E SOL. This 
implies {k}(k)1 . 0 
The /?-solvability problem for systems like those in 0.5-0.7 is, in general, undecid- 
able (4.3.1 and 4.1). 
4.3. Proposition. The following systems are /?-solvable $f (k)(k)1 : 
0. 9’ = ({xy(/lab.P,(xy(U:I)f)a)(xy(iuv. z)f) = yz}, {x}). 
1. 9 = ({xy(~ab.PAxy(U?I)f)a)(xy(~ar.z)f) = Y(XY)Z}, {xl). 
Proof. 0. (e) D = Atlt2t3. t2(tlt3)Q is a /3-solution for Y. 
(3) Let D = ~tlt2t3.t2(Dltlt2t,)...(Dqtlt2t3) a /I-solution for 9’. We have 
(Dy@uv. z)f) = z(D,y(Auv. z)f) . . . (D,y(;i uv. z)f), this implies q = 2. Hence 
Dy(Aab. PJDY(U?I)_M(DY(J~~. z)f) 
= P&I(D, . ..)(D2 . ..)) (DI .,.) = P,J(Di . ..) = yz. 
This implies PkI E SOL and (k)(k)j. 
1. (-c=) Let G E Atit2t3. t2 (t,(tzIOuut,)tJ)S;! and D E GG. D is a fi-solution for 9. 
( =) Let D be a /?-solution for 9, then D’ - Ay. D(Aa. y) is a /I-solution for 9’ 
(in 0). 0 
5. Regular SL-systems 
Though /3-solvability for SL-systems is undecidable (4.1) we show (5.2) that there is 
an interesting class of SL-systems (regular SL-systems) for which the /?-solvability 
problem is decidable in Polynomial Time. 
The following definition comes from [8, 6.71. 
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5.0. Definition. An SL-system Y = (F, X) is said to be quasi-regular iff there exists 
a function e: X + N s.t. (see [l, 10.1.7-13, 10.2.181 for Seq and M,): 
0. for all x E X [l < e(x) < min(m lxM, . . . M, = 2 is in F}]; 
1. for all equations xM1 . . . M, = z in T[M,,,, is solvable]; 
2. for all equations M = z E r for all tl E Seq 
if[a#( )andM,=la,...a,.xM,...M,andx~X]thenm<e(x). 
In [S, 6.71 it is shown that for a particular class of quasi-regular SL-systems (namely 
those that yield an X-separability problem (3.1)) the /I-solvability problem is decid- 
able. On the other hand Proposition 4.1 shows that the /?-solvability problem for 
quasi-regular SL-systems is undecidable. Here we isolate the very reason of undecida- 
bility for quasi-regular SL-systems, namely: a shortage of abstractions on the LHS 
occurrences of the RHS variables. More precisely, we prove that given a quasi-regular 
SL-system 9’ it can be transformed in Polynomial Time into a quasi-regular SL- 
system 9” having a decidable &solvability problem (however, in general, Y’ will not 
yield an X-separability problem). This transformation (called relaxation) consists of 
adding abstractions to the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables of Y. 
5.1. Definition. We define relaxation for SL-systems. Let M = z, M’ = z be formulas. 
(i) relax(M = z, M’ = z) is true iff M’ is obtained from M replacing one occurrence 
of z in M with Aal . . . ak. z (where k > 0). In this situation we also say that M’ = z is 
a relaxation of M = z. 
(ii) relax* is the reflexive and transitive closure of relax. 
(iii) Let (F, X), (Y, X) be SL-systems. Then relax_SL((T, X), (Y, X)) is true iff there 
exists a bijection c~ form r to F’ s.t. for each equation M = z in r we have relax*(M = z, 
cp(M = z)). In this situation we also say that (F, X) is a relaxation of (F, X). 
The following theorem (5.2) is our main result. It is the core of our system solving 
algorithm. 
Theorems 5.2.0, 5.2.2 give a Polynomial Time necessary condition (OK_NEC) of 
fl-solvability for SL-systems. 
Theorems 5.2.1, 5.2.3 give a Polynomial Time sufficient condition (OK-SUFF) of 
/&solvability for SL-systems and a Polynomial Time algorithm to construct a B- 
solution (if any) to an SL-system satisfying OK_SUFF. 
Since, by 4.1, /?-solvability is undecidable OK-NEC and OK-SUFF cannot be 
equal. However for each SL-system Y s.t. regular-SL(Y) = [if OK_NEC(Y) then 
OK_SUFF(Y) else true] is true the fi-solvability problem is decidable. Again by 4.1 
the function regular_SL cannot be identically true. In some sense the goodness of our 
result is measured by how often regular_SL is true. 
Theorem 5.2.4 says that regular_SL takes value true often enough to isolate the 
very reason of undecidability for quasi-regular SL-systems, namely a shortage of 
abstractions on the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables. Moreover, we are able to 
compute in Polynomial Time an upper bound for such shortage, i.e. given any 
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quasi-regular SL-system Sp we can always find in Polynomial Time a relaxation Y’ of 
Y st. regular_SL(Y’) = true. 
5.2. Theorem. There are functions OK_NEC, OK_SUFFfrom SL-systems to Boole 
s.t.: 
0. For all SL-systems Y OK_NEC(Y) is computable in time polynomial in Size(Y). 
1. For all SL-systems Y OK_SUFF(Y) is computable in time polynomial in Size(Y). 
2. For all SL-systems 9’ if9 is p-solvable then OK-NEC(Y) = true. 
3. For all SL-systems Y {fOK_SUFF(Y) = true then Y is /I-solvable and we can 
construct a ~-solution for Y in time polynomial in Size(Y). 
4. Let regular_SL be the Polynomial Timefunction from SL-systems to Boole dejined 
as follows: regular_SL(Y) = if OK_NEC(Y) then OK_SUFF(Sp) else true. Then: 
For any quasi-regular SL-system Y there exists an SL-system 9” s.t. sp’ is a relax- 
ation of Y and regular_SL(Y’) = true and 9” can be computed from 9’ in Polynomial 
Time. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
5.3. Definition. (a) From now on regular_SL, OK_SUFF and OK-NEC are the 
functions defined in (the proof of) 5.2. However, the reader not interested in the 
technical details can read the following without looking at such definitions. In this 
case the examples in 5.5 should be read as corollaries of Theorem 5.2. 
(b) An SL-system Y is said to be regular iff regular-SL(Y) = true. 
5.4. Remark. If regular_SL(Y) = true then the P-solvability problem for Y is decid- 
able. In fact, by 5.2, we have: if regular_SL(Y) then [Y is P-solvable iff 
OK_NEC(Y) = true]. 
5.5. Example. (i) Let Y = ({xys2( >“a. xQQ) = y, xQQ(lab. z) = z}, {x}). Y is regular 
and OK_NEC(Y) = true. By 5.2 Y is /?-solvable. A p-solution is 
D = Ayt1tz. tzt1 (Ufy). 
(ii) The system 9 = ((xx(x(;la. z)) = z, xx(x(xz)) = z, xv(Aab. z) = z>, {x}) is regu- 
lar and /3-solvable. 
(iii) The systems in Examples 0.5-0.7, 3.2 are regular. 
(iv) Q = ({x@ab. z) = z, x(lab. ay)Q = y}, ix}) is regular. 
(v) 3 = ((x(Aa. az) = z, x(ia.a(au)) = u), (x}) is not regular (look at Y in 4.1). 
(vi) A separability problem (3.1) [l, 10.4.4; 91 is a regular SL-system. 
(vii) All the systems tudied in [7, 81 are regular SL-systems. However, there are 
regular SL-systems that are not in any of the classes tudied in [6-91 or [12], e.g. those 
in 0.5-0.7, Q above, Y in 6.4. On the other hand, not all the systems tudied in [6] or 
[12] are regular SL-systems. As a matter of fact we can show that the P-solvability 
problem for the systems tudied in [12] is NP-complete [17, 2.61. 
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Outside the class of regular SL-systems the P-solvability problem, though decid- 
able, can be harder. 
5.6. Proposition. There is a class of SL-systems for which the /?-solvability problem is 
NP-complete. 
Proof. See Appendix B. 0 
6. Applications 
The interest of regular SL-systems rests on the fact that they can be used to build 
a compiler for an equational programming language in which constraints on the 
executable codes to be generated by the compiler can be specified by the user (e.g. as in 
0.5-0.7,6.4) (properties of) data structures can be described in an abstract way (e.g. as 
in 0.5-0.7, 6.4) &terms representing programs have normal form (6.2.2) and inverse 
functions of constructors (of a data structure) run in constant time (e.g. as in 0.6, 6.4). 
In this section we build (6.2) such compiler. 
The system Y = ({ xa = a, xb = b}, {x}) is fi-solvable (with D[ ] E (Ax. [ ])I), 
however, from a solution for 9’ we cannot get a solution for Y’ = ({xa = Ha, 
xb = Lb}, {x}), h w ere H and L are arbitrarily given combinators. This is because 
(xs2, XC?} is not p-separable (3.1). In other words, a and b are parameters which value 
cannot be assigned from inside A-calculus. Assignable variables (6.0) are assignable 
from inside &calculus. 
6.0. Definition. Let Y = (r, {xi . . . x,} ) be a system and j E (Var - {xi . . . x,} ). The 
sequence jj is said to be assignable in Y (jj is asg in 9) iff VM = N E 9’ 3Q E n s.t. 
M = (Axi . . . x,. Q) (xi j) . . . (x, y), where j; $ FV(Q). 
6.1. Example. Let jj be as in 3.1 and Y be a separability or an X-separability problem 
(see 3.1). Then jj is asg in 9’. 
The hypotheses of 6.2 define our equational programming language (note that Y# 
in 6.2 is an SL-system) and the algorithm in the proof of 6.2 defines a compiler for our 
language. 
6.2. Theorem. Let Y = (r, u r2, {x1 . . . x.}) be a system and y E (Var - {xi . . . x.}) 
s.t.: 
HO. y is assignable in 9’ (see 6.0). 
Hl. Each equation in rI has form xfi = y(xly) . . . (x$)2, where x E (x1 . . . x,), 
YE(sq, Z${XI... x,, y} and the variables in {y 1 xfi = y(xtF) . . . (x,$)2 E r,> are 
pairwise distinct. 
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H2. Each equation in rZ hasform xfi = z, where x E {x 1 . . . x,} and z # {x1 . . . x,, y }. 
H3. Y# =((xti =ylx&l= y(xlj)...(x,?)Z~l-,) u (t&f = zlxfi =y(x,y)... 
(x,F)Z E T1 and z E (Z] and uYZ E {G}) u Tz, {x1 . . . x.,li}) is regular, where 3 is a se- 
quence offresh variables s.t. {ii} = {uyZ (x&l = y(xlj) . ..(.~.,?)ZE f1 and z E {Z}}. 
Then: 
0. 9 is /l-solvable ifs OK_NEC(Y”) = true. Thus ~-solvability is decidable in 
Polynomial Time. 
1. If9 is fl-solvable then a /&solution.for Y can be constructed in Polynomial Time. 
2. If 9’ is P-solvable and Card(T, u r,) > 1 then 9’ has a /I-solution having normal 
form. 
Proof. See Appendix C. 0 
6.3. Example. (a) Let Y = ({xyQ(Aa. xyv) = y(xy)v, xya(lab.z) = z}, {x}). Since 
OK_NEC(Y#) = true by 6.2 9’ is /?-solvable. A b-solution is 
Q z lyab. ((Hyab) [y := Axuab. yx]), 
where 
H z Ayab.((Lyab)[y:= Axuab. yxyab(bQUf)]), 
L = FF = Aytlt2. tztl(U:(y(tzQ(U:I)FFy)ytltz), 
F = Auyt1t2.((Gyt1tz)[y:= ky(t,S2(U:I)uuy)y]), 
(b) Let 9” = ({xjjQ = yO(xj)Q, xj@z) = yi(xj)z, xj(Aab. z) = z}, {x})@ and _s as in 
0.5). By 6.2 Y’ is fl-solvable. A p-solution is D as in 0.5. 
6.4. Example. It is well known that many interesting data structures can be defined 
using (heterogeneous) term algebras (e.g. [3]). 
Let %j = <(Aj,l, ...5Aj,n(j)}, {gj,i:Aj,k(j,l)X ‘.’ X Aj,k(j,a(j,i,,+ Aj,b(j.i)/i = 
1 ,...,m(j))) be term algebras (j = 1,2). 
A partial recursive functionffrom QIi to 21uz can be represented in the ,4-calculus 
solving the system 9’ = (r, u r, u r,, {J ,@, @, a}), where: 
ri = {Pj,l,hY(qj,ijz1 .-.Zk(j,a(j,i~)) = h/i = l,...,m(j) and h = I,..., k(j,a(j,i)) 
and j = 1,2) (left-invertibility of the constructors); 
r,={dj~(gj,i~~1...~k(j,.(j,i)))=yo,j,iIj= 1,2and i= l,..., m(j)} 
(recognizability of the constructors); 
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(specification of the function f); 
G ‘Bl.1 7 . . ..g2.m(2); a = Pl,l,l 3 . ..rPZ.m(2).k(2,a(2,m(2))); d’ = dl, d,; 
Y = YO.l,l~...,Y0,2,m(2)Yl.l~ . . ..Yl.ln(l). 
The equations in rl u r2 describe the data structures and the equations in r3 
describe the functionf(a set of functions if we consider types). By 6.2 Y is /?-solvable. 
A solution H[ ] = (IjG$i. [ 1) FGPfi for Y yields the wanted representations for 
program and data structures (Fy for the program for the functionf, etc). Any partial 
recursive function can be specified (and hence represented) replacing y,, r, . . . , Ye,,, 
with suitable combinators (see 0.2-0.4). Of course it is possible to add equations to Y. 
In this way it is possible to choose a representation with some particular property (e.g. 
as we did in 0.5-0.7) or to synthesize more than one program at the same time, etc. 
Consider 9” = (r, u T2 u r3 u { fj@rb. z) = z}, {f, G, a, 2}). By 6.2 the system Y’ is 
fl-solvable. This means that any partial recursive function from 2Ir to 212 can be 
represented with a i-term F having from nj;t. tGlG2, with Cl, G2 I-terms. The system 
9’ (9’) cannot be transformed into an X-separability problem (3.1) because of the 
presence of the equations in T1(T1 u { fj(;lab. z) = z>) and, as in 0.6, cannot be solved 
with the methods in [3]. 
7. Conclusions 
Though the /?-solvability problem for SL-systems (3.0) is undecidable (4.1) there is 
an interesting class of SL-systems (regular SL-systems) definable in Polynomial Time 
and for which the P-solvability problem is decidable in Polynomial Time (5.2). 
Regular SL-systems yield (6.2) an equational programming language in which: 
l a moderate amount of self-application is allowed (e.g. as in 0.7); 
l constraints on executable code to be generated by the compiler can be specified by 
the user (e.g. as in 0.5-0.7, 6.4); 
l (properties of) data structures can be described in an abstract way (e.g. as in 6.4); 
l I-terms representing programs have normal form (6.2.1); 
l left-inverse functions of constructors (of a data structure) run in constant ime (e.g. 
as in 0.6, 6.4). 
To widen the language introduced seems to be next step. 
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Appendix A. Proof of 5.2 
This proof is quite long so we divide it into many parts. In A.0 we give some useful 
basic definitions. In A.1 we define OK-NEC and prove 52.0. In A.2. we define 
OK-SUFF and prove 52.1. In A.3 we prove 52.2. In A.4 we prove 5.2.3. In A.5 we 
prove 5.2.4. 
A.O. More on the I-calculus 
A theory T is called a I-theory if 71 is consistent and T = Iz + T [1,2.1.30,4.1.1], e.g. 
rl and llq (i.e. j3 and /?q) are I-theories. We write T is sms for U is semisensible 
[1,84,4.1.7] (e.g. /I and Br are sms theories). Conventions: A c,B stands for A c B 
and A is finite, max 0 = 0, P(A) (P,(A)) is the set of (finite) subsets of the set A, Vi E RJ 
Qi s 52, if D[ ] is a context and n E /i[ ] we write 3D[ ] = (Axi . ..x.. [ 1) 
D, _.. D, ED s.t. A for 3D[ ] EO s.t. [DC ] = (lx1 . ..x..[ ])D1 . . . D, and A]. 
Let J; g: IY + FYJ. We writef(n) = O(g(n) iff 3k,m E N Vn > m [f(n) Q kg(n)]. 
A.O.O. Definition. Let M, N E A, 5 c,n and CI E Seq (see [1, p. xiii]), 
l 5, = {M,[ME ?j} (see [1, 10.1.7-13, 10.2.181). 
l We write tl E,,BT(M) iff VP < a[b E BT(M) * M, E SOL]. 
l We write c1 E,BT@) iff VQ E %[a l ,,BT(Q)]. 
l We write M 1 ccl iff [a E,BT(M) and M, E SOL], M 1 cxf otherwise. 
l We write 51~1 iff VQEgQ/aJ. 
l Let QE~. We define: M[( ):= Q] E QM, 
MC(j)*@:= Q] 
then ifj < m then AX, . ..X..yM,...(Mj[a:= Q])... M,_, 
else Ix 1...X,t,...tj.yMo...M,_1t,...(tj[a:=Q]) 
else QM. 
l We define the functions deg (degree), ord (order), head (head) as follows: 
if M = AxI . ..x..yM1 . . . M, then deg(M) = m, ord(M) = n, head(M) 3 y; 
if M 4 SOL then deg(M) = ord(M) = 0 and head(M)?. 
l We write M r N for BT(M) c BT(N) (see [l, 10.2.33). 
l Let C[ ],D[ ]EA[ 1. Wewrite C[ ]cD[ ] forC[z]ED[z] (zfresh). 
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l M- =M iff [[Mlccf and N\uT] or [MlaJ and N(aJ and deg(M,)- 
ord(M,) = deg(N,) - ord(N,) and head = head(N (see [l, 10.2.19-211). 
l The node GL is said to be useful for 3 (usf for 5) iff [g) ~1 and [Card(S) = 1 or 
3M,N E 31 [M -,N]]] (see [l, 10.4.61). 
l We say that 3 agrees up to c1 (a is agt for 5) iff [VM, N E ijVfl< m M ws N]. 
l The node CI is said to be @adherent (a is adh for 5) iff [3M E: 5 CL E BT(M)] (see 
C7381). 
l The binary relation ind(&) is defined as follows: 
VP, Q E n [ind(& P, Q) iff 
[P,Q E 5 and [VU E Seq [[a is usf and agt for 5 and Card(g) > l] 
* C~~Q~~~~~~~(~~51~~~~}1,~,Q~11111. 
0 Let Z = x r, . . . . x, E Var and F E Var. (Ts:3) is the sequence (x13), . . . . (x,?). 
A.O.l. Remark (Bohm and Tronci [7]). Let 5 cr /i and CI E Seq. If tx is usf and agt for 
3 then c1 is usf, agt and adh for 3. 
A.0.2. Definition. Let T be a theory and Y = [r, (x1, . . . . x,,}) be a system. 
(i) Let D[ ] E(AX,...X,.[ ])Dl...DnEA[ ] S.t. ViE{l)...) n}FV(Di) C {ii}. 
We say that D[ ] is a family of U-solutions for Y if the variables in zi do not occur in 
Y and VM = N E Y D[M] =T D[N]. By abuse of language we also say that D[ ] is 
a U-solution for 9. Of course for all substitutions u z [b := Hb 1 b E {ii} and Hb E A”] 
0°C ] = (ix, . ..x.. [ ])DT . . . 0:: is a U-solution for Y. 
(ii) Let Y = (r, X) be a system. We define left(Y) = left(F) = {M I3M = N E 5“). 
(iii) Let Y = (r, X) be a system. We define: right(Y) = right(r) = {N (3M = 
NED’}. 
(iv) Let 9 be an equivalence relation on A. Then we extend 9 to gleft on Form(n) 
as follows: (M = N)W”“(P = Q) iff MWP. Let Y = (r, X) be a system. We write T/W 
for r/81ef’ and Y/W = {(d, X) I A E T/W}. 
(v) We define Card(Y) = Card(T). 
A.1. Definition of OK_NEC and Proof of 5.2.0 
We define (A.l.O) the predicate OK_NEC. OK_NEC gives a necessary condition of 
/I-solvability for SL-systems. The objects used in A.l.O (i.e. canonical, LR-distinct, 
PFR) are defined, respectively, in A.l.l, A.1.4-A.1.5, A.1.7. 
A.1.0. Definition. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. OK_NEC(S) = true iff 
3Y+ E canonical(Y) [Y+ is PFR and LR-distinct]. 
An SL-system is said to be canonical (A.l.l) iff each RHS variable occurs on the 
LHS and the RHS variables are pairwise distinct and there is no garbage in the LHS 
terms. 
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A.l.l. Definition. Let 9’ = (f, X) be an SL-system (3.0). 
(i) Y is said to be canonical iff the following conditions are satisfied (M has form 
xl@): 
(a) VM = z E 9% E BT(M) [head = z]. (The variable z occurs in M.) 
(b) The variables in right(Y) are pairwise distinct. 
(c) VM = z E Y[FV(M) G (X u {z})]. (The free variables in M are in 
X ” {z3.) 
(ii) A canonical version of Y is a system Y = (Z7, X) st. Q is canonical and 
Il is obtained from r replacing each M = z in r with M’* = z* where M’ E 
M[u := Q ( u E (FV(M) - (X u {z)))] and * = [z:= u] with u fresh variable. 
(iii) We write Y E canonical(Y) iff Q is a canonical version of Y. 
A.1.2. Remark. Let Y = (I-, X) be an SL-system and % be a sms theory (e.g. /I or /Iv). 
Then 9’ is U-solvable iff there exists 9 E canonical(Y) s.t. 98 is U-solvable. Moreover, 
up to redenomination of the names of the free variables, there is at most one canonical 
version of 9 and it can be computed in time polynomial in Size(Y) (see 2.4). Hence, it 
is not restrictive to consider only canonical SL-systems. 
A.1.3. Example. Let 9’ be as in 5.5. Then 9 is P-solvable iff 9’ = ({xx(x@a. u)) = u, 
xx(x(xy)) = y, xS2(iab. z) = z>, {x}) is /$solvable. 9+ is a canonical version of 9. 
Essentially the /I-solvability of an SL-system depends on two factors: how seuere are 
the constraints on the executable codes to be generated by the compiler; how much 
LHS terms and initial parts (proper or improper) of LHS terms differ one from 
another. Unfortunately such notions are not so neatly distinct. Roughly speaking 
formal definitions for such notions are, respectively, in A.1.4-A.1.5, A.1.7. 
A.1.4. Notation. Let X cr Var. We define Q(X) = {e: X x (0, 1,2,3} + N 1 Vx E X 
[l d e(x, 0) < e(x, 1) and e(x, 2) 3 l] and Vx, x’ E X [e(x, 2) - e(x’, 2) = e(x, 1) - 
e(x, 0) + e(x’, 0) - e(x’, 1) * x = x’] >. 
Roughly speaking a node u is (Z, X, e,f)-safe (A.1.5.0) iff its order is not too small 
and the path leading to SC does not involve too much self-application. A finite set of 
A-terms 5 is (Z, X, e,f)-distinct (A.1.5.1) [Z-distinct (A.1.5.2)] iff we can distinguish its 
terms using only (Z, X, e,f)-safe nodes [without any restriction on the self-application]. 
A.15 Definition. Let X, Z cf Var, 3 cf A, e E Q(X) and f(X, e) : P&l) x Seq + N. 
0. A node CI E Seq is said to be (Z, X, e,f)-safe in 3 iff it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
a. VM, N E 3 [[head = x E X and N, = &i. UiQ and ai E (a’}] 
= [e(x, 2) # e(x, 1) - e(x, 0) + deg(N,) - ord(N,) + i]]; 
b. V/I d cr VM E 5 [head E X * deg(M& < e(head(M8),0)]; 
c. VM E ?j [head E Z * [ord(M,) =f(X, e, 5, CC) and deg(M,) = 011. 
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1. We say that ‘?j is (Z, X, e,f)-distinct iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
a. If Card(S) = 1 then [Z # 8 = 3cr usf and agt for 3 [cr is (Z, X, e,f)-safe in 
3 and VM E 5 [head E Z]]]; 
b. If Card(G) > 1 then ~GI usf and agt for $j s.t. [cc is (Z,X,e,f)-safe in 3 and 
VSI E ij/ -,B is (Z, X, e, f)-distinct]. 
2. We say that 3 is Z-distinct iff 5 is (Z, 8,0, A&y. max{ord(l,) 1 L E g})-distinct. 
3. The SL-system Y = (r, X) is said to be LR-distinct iff left(Y) is right(Y)-distinct 
(note that right(Y) cf Var). 
A.1.6. Remark. Note that the @distinction (A.1.5.2) is the distinction introduced in 
[9] (also in [l, 10.4.71). 
If an SL-system is P-solvable then any initial part (proper or improper) of an LHS 
term can be distinguished from any LHS term (A. 1.7.1). Definition A. 1.7.1 stems from 
[8, 4.1.43. 
A.1.7. Definition. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. We define: 
0. prefix(Y) = [xMl . ..M.QIxM, . . . M, = ZEN’} u {xM, . . . M,,,zIxM~ ...Mm+k 
= z E Y and k > O}. 
1. Y is said to be PFR (9 satisfies the prefix rule) iff prefix(Y) is distinct (A.1.6). 
The definition of OK_NEC is now complete (see A.l.O, A.l.l, A.1.5.3, A.1.7). We can 
now check that OK-NEC(Y) can be computed in Polynomial Time (A.1.8). 
A.1.8. Proof of 52.0. The thesis follows from A.1.2 and the following facts. Let 8 c,,l 
and Z cf Var s.t. Card(Z) G Size(B). Then we can test if 3 is Z-distinct in time 
polynomial in Size(S); we can test if Y is PFR (A.1.7.1) in time polynomial in 
Size(Y). 0 
A.2. D@ition of OKSUFF and Proof qf 5.2.1 
We define (A.2.0) the predicate OK_SUFF. OK_SUFF gives a sufficient condition 
of j3-solvability for SL-systems. The predicate e-good (used in A.2.0) is defined in 
A.2.1-A.2.3 (canonical(Y) and Q(X) where defined, respectively, in A.l.l, A.1.4) 
A.2.0. Definition. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. 
OKSUFF(Y) = true iff 3Yf E canonical(Y) 3e E Q(X) [Y+ is e-good]. 
Intuitively OK_SUFF(Y) = true iff we can distinguish Y LHS terms using only 
nodes c( s.t. for each equation M = z in Y the following conditions are satisfied: 
Condition 0: If the head of M, is an unknown then the degree of M, is not too large. 
Condition 1: If the head of M, is z then the order of M, is large enough. 
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Condition 0 ensures that P-solvability can be tested in Polynomial Time (if unre- 
strained self-application is allowed then we get an NP-complete P-solvability problem 
[17, 2.61). 
Condition 1 ensures that a system solving algorithm exists (remember that, in 
general, for SL-systems /&solvability is undecidable). In particular it allows us to use 
the Bohm-out technique in our system solving algorithm. 
All above conditions are formalized by e-good. In A.2.1-A.2.3 we define e-good. 
Let M = z E Y and head E z. Using the function rad (A.2.1.0) we can check if 
ord(M,) is large enough. Taking into account what our system solving algorithm can 
do (Z, X, e)-distinction (A.2.1.4) yields /3-solvability. Note that Z-distinction (A.1.5.2) 
does not yield /&solvability. 
A.2.1. Definition. Let X, Z c,Var, e E Q(X), 5 cm, M E 5 and c( E Seq. 
0. We have 
rad(X, e, 5, M, 4 
= case 
M 1 ctr then 0; 
head E X then e(head(M,), 1) - deg(M,) + ord(M,); 
3a < o! head % head 
then max{deg(N,)/e d c1 and head = head and NE 3) 
+ 1 - deg(M,) + ord(M,); 
13p < CI head E head then ord(M,); 
end. 
1. rad(X, e, 5, a) = max{rad(X, e, 5, M, a)1 M E gj. 
2. rad(X, e) = AFJ ~1. rad(X, e, 3, tx). 
3. A node CI is said to be (Z, X, e)-safe in 5 iff it is (Z, X, e, rad(X, e))-safe in 5. 
4. 5 is said to be (Z, X, e)-distinct iff 3 is (Z, X, e. rad(X, e))-distinct (A.1.5.1). 
To test consistency of specifications we use the set PFRLR(Y). 
A.2.2. Definition. Let 9’ be an SL-system. PFRLR(Y) = {(x, Ml, . . . . M,, $2) 1 
xM1 . . . M,=~E~‘}u{(x,M;,...M~,z)~~~>O~[XM~...M,,,+,=ZEY and 
* = [a:= It. tQ, . . . i&l 01 E BT(xMi . . . Mm+,J and head((xM, . . . M,.,),) E z] and 
(xM, . . . Mm+,‘)* = xM; . . . M;+J}. 
Finally e-good can be defined. 
A.2.3. Definition. Let 9’ = (r, X) be a canonical SL-system and e E Q(X) (see A.1.4). 
9’ is said to be e-good iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
0. Vx E(X n head(left(Y)))[e(x, 1) = min(mjxM, . . . M, = ZE Y”>]. 
1. VxM 1 . ..M. = ZEY[M,(,,~)ESOL]. 
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2. VxMl . . . M, = z E Y [head(M,(,,O, = z * e(x,2) = e(x, 1) - m + ord(M,(,,,,,)]. 
3. VxM, . . . Mm = z E 9 Chead(M+,d $ FV(M,WO~ * 4X, 2) 2 ordW,~,,dl. 
4. tlxM, . . . M, = z E Y [head(M+,,) = x’ E X * e(x, 2) > e(x’, 1) - deg(M,,,,ot) 
+ or4Mecx,dl. 
5. PFRLR(Y) is (right(Y), X, e)-distinct. 
6. Let gx = {M E PFRLR(Y) 1 head(M(e>) = x}. Then Vx E (X n head(left(Y))) 
[ (e(x, 0)) is (right(Y), X, e)-safe in BJ. 
The definition of OK_SUFF is now complete (see A.2.0, A.l.l, A.1.4, A.2.3). We can 
now check that OK_SUFF(Y) can be computed in Polynomial Time (A.2.4). 
A.2.4. Proof of 52.1. Let e E Q(X), 5 crA, X, Z c,Var st. Card(X) < Size(S) and 
Card(Z) < Size(g) and c1 E Seq. Then the following tasks can be carried out in time 
polynomial in Size(g): to compute rad(X, e, i’j, M, ct) (in A.2.1.0); to test if c1 is 
(Z, X, e)-safe in 5 (A.2.1.3); to test if 3 is (Z, X, e)-distinct (A.2.1.4). Then conditions 
A.2.3.0-A.2.3.6 can be tested in time polynomial in Size(Y). Thus, e-good can be 
computed in time polynomial in Size(Y). The only functions e that we need to 
consider in A.2.0 are defined below. 
Let X = (x1,..., x,} and k = max{deg(M,) I M E left(Y) and t( E BT(M)} + 
max(ord(M,)I M E left(Y) and c1 E BT(M)} + n + 1. For all i E (1, . . ..n> define 
e(Xi, 1) = if Xi E head(left(Y)) then min{m(xiMr...M,=~E9’} else 
max{deg(M,) IM E left(Y) and c( E BT(M)} + 1; 
e(x,, 0) = if xi E head(left(Y)) then an arbitrary h E N s.t. 1 < h d e(xi, 1) else 
4&, 1); 
e(xi, 2) = if 3xiM1 . . . M, = z E Y [head(M,,,,,,,) = Z] then max{e(xi, 1) - m + 
ord(M,(,,,oJ IJxiMl -.. M, = z E 9’ [head(M+,,) = z]) 
else k + e(xi, 1) - e(xi,O) + i; 
e(Xi, 3) = 0. 
For each x E X there are at most Node(left(Y)) possible choices for e(x, 0). Thus there 
are at most (Card(X)Node(left(Y))) = 0(Size(Y)2) possible choices for e. From this 
fact and the definition of OK_SUFF(A.2.0) the thesis follows. Cl 
A.3. Proof of 5.2.2 
We show (A.3.0) that OK_NEC gives a necessary condition of /&solvability for 
SL-systems. This proves 5.2.2. The proof is in A.3.3-A.35 
A.3.0. Proof of 5.2.2. Follows from A.1.2, A.3.4, A.3.5, A.l.l. 0 
A.3.1. Example. (i) Let &p = ({x@ab. z) = z, x(/la.u) = u}, {x}). Then Q is not LR- 
distinct (A.1.5.3). Thus, by A.l.O, OK_NEC(Q) = false and, by 5.2.2, Q is not /.?- 
solvable. 
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(ii) Let Y = ({x(&. z) = z, xs2y = y}, {x}). Then Y is not PFR (A.1.7.1). Thus, by 
A.l.O, OK_NEC(S) = false and, by 52.2, Y is not P-solvable. 
A.3.2. Counterexample. Of course, by 4.1, OK-NEC is not a sufficient condition of 
/&solvability. Let Y = ({ (1 x a. az) = z, x(la. a(au)) = u, x(;la. a (a(aS2y))) = y}, {x}). 
We have OK_NEC(Y) = true, but 9’ is not b-solvable. 
We start the proof of 52.2. If Y is a fl-solvable SL-system and M = z E 9’ and 
head = z then ord(M,) cannot be too small. Thus the /I-solvability of an SL- 
system depends also on the order of subterms of the LHS terms (A.3.3). 
A.3.3. Lemma. Let Y = (r, X) be a canonical SL-system. If 9’ is P-solvable then 3a usf 
and ugtfor left(Y) a.: VM E left(Y) [head(MJ c right(Y) * [ord(M,) = max(ord(L,)I 
L E left(Y)} and deg(M,) = O]]. 
Proof. If Card(left(Y)) = 1 trivial. Let Card(left(Y)) > 1. As in the proof of [1, 
14.4.131 we can prove that there exists a usf and agt for left(Y). 
Let D [ ] be a /I-solution for Y. Hence VM = z E 9, D[M] = z. Consider the 
standard reduction (* is a suitable substitution) (T : D [M] +M,*fih, -H z where a E Seq 
is the first node usf and agt for left(Y) that comes on the head during the standard 
reduction e and M = z E Y (note that a does not depend on the choice of M = z E 9). 
Because a is the first useful node that comes on the head we have VM, N E left(Y) 
Ip,l = Ifii,l. Hence VM E left(Y)Ifi,l > max{ord(Q,)IQ E left(Y)}. Suppose that 
head E right(Y). 
Then, taking into account that M E left(Y), we have max{ord(L,) 1 L E left(S)} B 
ord(M,) = lfi,l 3 max{ord(L,) I L E left(Y)} and deg(M,) = 0. Thus, the thesis fol- 
lows. cl 
Lemma A.3.3 can be strengthen as follows. 
A.3.4. Lemma. Let 9’ = (F, X) be a canonical SL-system. If Y is #I-solvable then 9’ is 
LR-distinct. 
Proof. By induction on Card(Y). 
Case 0: Card(Y) = 1. Trivial. 
Case 1: Card(Y) > 1. By Lemma A.3.3 3a usf and agt for left(Y) s.t. 
VM E left(Y) [head E right(Y) * [ord(M,) = max{ord(L,) 1 L E left(Y)} and 
deg(MJ = 011. 
Let 9 E Y/-, (A.0.2). 9 is P-solvable and, by induction hypothesis, left(p) is right(B)- 
distinct. Hence, left(Y) is right(Y)-distinct. This implies that left(Y) is right(Y)- 
distinct. 0 
Consistency of specifications follows from fi-solvability (A.3.5). 
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A.3.5. Lemma. Let 9’ = (r, X) be a canonical SL-system and U be a sms theory. If 9’ is 
U-solvable then Y is PFR. 
Proof. Let D [ ] be a U-solution for 9’. Note that VM E prefix(Y) D[M] E SOL. If 
Y is not PFR then prefix(Y) is not distinct (A.1.7.1). Hence there are M, N E prefix(Y) 
s.t. ind(prefix(Y), M, N) (A.O.0). Then, by [S, 3.4.01, ind(D[prefix(Y)], D[M],D[N]). 
Hence head(D[M] = head(D[N]). This is absurd since Y is canonical. 0 
A.4. Proof of 5.2.3 
We show (A.4.0) that OKSUFF gives a Polynomial Time sufficient condition of 
/?-solvability for SL-systems. This proves 5.2.3. The proof is in Sections A.4.2, A.4.3. 
A.4.0. Proof of 5.2.3. Follows from A.1.2, A.4.3.2 and A.4.3.3. 0 
A.4.1. Example. (i) Let 9’ = ({xyQ@a.xQQ) = y, x@J(iab.z) = z}, {x}). Since 
OK_SUFF(Y) then, by 5.2.3, 9’ is fl-solvable. A /?-solution is D - AytItz. t2tl (U:y). 
(ii) The system $9 in 5.5 is P-solvable. 
The proof of 5.2.3 proceeds as follows. First (in A.4.2) we give an algorithm to find 
p-solutions to HSL-systems (3.0). Then (in A.4.3) we use such algorithm to build an 
algorithm to find fi-solutions to SL-systems. 
A.4.2. Solving HSL-systems 
In A.4.2.0-A.4.2.4 we solve HSL-systems with equations having form xM = z. In 
A.4.2.5 we solve HSL-systems. 
At a safe node (A.2.1.3) nonsubstitutible variables are harmless for Btihm-out 
(A.4.2.0). 
A.4.2.0. Lemma. Let X = (x1, . . ..x.>, Z c,Var, b E (Var - (X u Z)), 
5 c,n(X v Z) with 3 l-free, c( E Seq s.t. 3 1~~1, c1 is agt and adh for jj and c( is 
(Z, &O)-safe in 3. Then 3G[ ] E (Ix1 . . . x,,.[ ])g E A[ ] s.t.: 
0. VM E g[G[M] = if head E Z then head else bfi,,,]; 
1. VM,NE~[M w,N *Ii=&,\ = I&J]. 
Proof. By induction on length(u). 
Case 0: a = ( ). Since ( ) is (Z, 8, 0)-safe in 5 we can choose G[ ] E 
(ix l...x,.[ ])Gi...G,,whereVi~{l,..., n} Gi z if xi E head(S) then b else arbitrary. 
Case 1: c1= (j)*fl. Then 13M E 5 head(M) E Z, because ~1 is agt and adh for 3. 
Moreover, there are x E X and m E N s.t. VM S[head(M) = x and deg(M) = m]. 
W.1.o.g. we can assume head(s) = {x1}. Let d = max{deg(M0)(6 < c1 and 
head 5 x1 and M E S}, C[ ] 5 (1x1. [ 1) Pd, C[$Je>] = {C[M<j>] IM E S}. We 
have C[sQ>] lfi 1, fl is agt and adh for C[g5,,]. From this it follows (see [16, Part 1, 
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7.6.4 and 8.01) that /? is (2, 8, 0)-safe in C[s<j>]. Let r = max{ord(C[Mcj>]) 1 M E S}, 
li = U1 . . . 24, (6 fresh) and 8 = {C[M<j>]EiI MEg). We have 8 cm 
(Ix 2r...,~,,Ei}uZ),(Siis~-free,(tiIpl,Bisagtandadhfor(tiandPis(Z,~,O)-safein 
(li. Hence by induction hypothesis 3D[ ] = (ix, . . . x,ii. [ ])D2 . . . D,El . . . E,F E 
.4 [ ] s.t. t/Q E 8 [D[Q] = if head E Z then head else bfij,,,] and 
V~>QEQCP~SQ - IfiR, = Ifii,,, II. 
Note that VM E 5 [head((C[M<j)]ii)p) E Z iff head E Z] and VM, N E 
SCM -EN * M<j> “aN(j> * CCM<j>l *sCCN<j>l * CCM<j)Iu’“sCCN<j>l~ * 
I~~ccM~,, l;,pI = FACING,, 1z.p Il. Let q E IV s.t. q 2 d - m + 1. 
DefineG[ ]=(,Ix,...x,.[ ])P,D,...D,Al...A,,whereVi~{l)...) q)Ai=ifi= 
d - m + 1 then (At,, . . . tq+m-2. J 1 . . . E,F) else arbitrary. t .E 0 
When 5 cm(Z) we can get rid of the context G[ ] in A.4.2.0. 
A.4.2.1. Corollary. Let Z c,Var, b E (Var - Z), i’j cm(Z), TV E Seq s.t. 3 I ~1, CI is agt 
and adhfor 5 and M is (Z, &0)-x@ in 3. Then 3F E A( {b}) SI.: 
0. VM E jj[FM = if head E Z then head else bfi,,.]; 
1. VM,NE~[M -,N * Ifi,,& = II&(]. 
Proof. Let q=max{ord(M)IM~5) and 8= &~~...a,= {Ma,...u,/M~5) 
(a 1, . . . . oq fresh). Then, by A.4.2.0, there exists G[ ] = @aI . . . a,. [ ])c satisfying 
A.4.2.0.0.1. Define F = /It. tc. 0 
Terms nonequivalent at a given node can be separated (see 3.1) [9]. 
A.4.2.2. Lemma (Coppo et al. [9]). Let Z c,Var, 5 cr/i(Z) and CI E Seq. s.t. $J 1~11, 
GI is ugt and udh for 3 and VM E iJ head I$ Z. Then 3G E A VM, N E 5 [GM = bu 
and [bM = bN a M -,N] and [b, $ Z]]. 
Proof. Follows from [ 1, 10.3.13 and 10.4.11]. q 
At a safe node nonsubstitutible variables are harmless to separation (A.4.2.3). 
A.4.2.3. Lemma. Let Z c,Var, 5 ctA(Z) and a E Seq s.t.: 51 al, CI is ugt and udh for 
5 and !x is (Z, 0, 0)-safe in 5. Then 3G E AVM, N E 5s.t.: 
0. [[GM = if head E Z then head else bM,aM] and [bM,. $ Z]]; 
1. [b ~.a = biv., =+ M -aNI. 
Proof. Let u E (Var - Z). Using A.4.2.1 define E E A( {u}) s.t. VM, N E g[EM = if 
head EZ then head else &,+,,J and [M -,N * [fiM,.l = IfiN,al)]. Let 
23 = (MIME $j and head( Z>. Using A.4.2.2 define FE ,4 s.t. VM, N E 
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5CFM = &,a and [bMM,= = bN,, = M -,NJ and [bw,a $ ZJ]. Let * = [bM,a:= 
ka 1 . . . qRM,aI. b,d I ME W 
Define G E k.(k. E)(F*tt)t. 0 
In A.4.2.4 is a sufficient condition for the existence of a common /?-left-inverse for 
a finite set of combinators. 
A.4.2.4. Lemma. Let Y = (r, {x} ) b e a canonical HSL-system with equations having 
from xM = z. Zf left(Y) is (right(Y), f$,O)-distinct then 9’ is /?-solvable. 
Proof. By induction on Card(Y). Let Z = right(Y). 
Case 0: Card(Y) = 1. Then r = (xM = z). Let c1 E BT(M) s.t. head E Z and 
deg(M,) = 0. Then by A.4.2.3 (with 3 = {M})3G E A“ GM = z. 
Case 1: Card(Y) > 1. Then there exists c1 = (0)*/I usf and agt for left(Y) s.t. 
c( is (Z, 0, 0)-safe in left(Y). Then, by A.4.2.3, 3G E AVxM E left(Y) [GM = if 
head E Z then head else b,,, M]. Let 0 = {xM = zlxM = ZEY and 
head((xM),) $ Z} and O/ -= = {,Yr, . . . ,E:,) (see A.0.2). By A.1.5.1.1 VI E O/ _a left(C) 
is (Z, 0, 0)-distinct, hence by induction hypothesis, Vj E { 1, . . . , k} 3Fj E A0 VxM = 
z E Cj [FjM = z]. Then D G G[bM,p:= F,i”(jl,M=zsT,) 1 XM = z E O] is a fi-solution 
for Y. 0 
From A.4.2.4 we obtain a sufficient condition of P-solvability for HSL-systems 
(A.4.2.5). 
A.4.2.5. Lemma. Let Y = (r, (x}) b e a canonical HSL-system (see (A.2.2, A.2.1.4). If 
PFRLR(Y) is (right(Y), 0, O)-distinct then 9’ is /?-solvable. 
Proof. By induction on Card( {deg(M) 1 M E left(Y)}) = d(Y). 
Case 0: d(Y) = 1. Let m = min{deg(M)) M E left(Y)}, r’ = {x(M,, . . . . M,) = 
zjxMl . . . M, = z E r} and 9” = (Y, {x}). By A.4.2.4 9” is /&solvable. Let F be 
a /I-solution for 9’. Then D E It, . . . t,. F (tl, . . . . t,) is a fi-solution for 9’. 
Case 1: d(Y) > 1. Let m = min[deg(M) 1 M E left(Y)}, 
Y l,m=(l-l,m{~})=({xS;ZM1...M,=z~xM1...M,=z~Y},X), 
Y 2,m=(~~,m{~})=({~~M;...M~=~~3k>O[xM,...M,+,=z~Yand 
* E [a:= E-t. tQ, . . . Qk 1 c1 E BT(xM, . . . Mm+k) and 
head((xM, . . . Mm+&) = z] and 
@MI . . . Mm+k)* = xM; . . . Mk+/J}, {x)X 
Y 3,m = (r3,m ix>, = V,,,” r2,m w 
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Since PFRLR(Y) is (right(Y), &O)-distinct then left(Y3,,) is (right(Ys,,), 0,0)- 
distinct. Hence by induction hypothesis (d(Yp3.,) = l)YJ,, is /?-solvable. 
Let F be a p-solution for Y3.,,. Let Yd,m = (r,<,,, {x)) = ({xMr . ..M. = 
z 1 xM, . . . M, = z E Y and n > ml, {x)). Note that PFRLR(Y4,,) is (right (Ypq,,), 
&O)-distinct and d(Y,,,) < d(Y). Hence, by induction hypothesis, Yd.,,, is /?-solvable. 
Let H be a P-solution for YS.,,. Then D = It, . . . t,. F(Ht, . . . t,)tl . . . t, is a fi-solution 
for Y. 0 
A.4.2.6. Remark. The algorithms in A.4.2.0-A.4.2.5 are all Polynomial Time. 
A.4.2.7. Example. (i) Let Y = ({x(lub. z) = z, x(kzb. ay)Cl = y}, (x}). By A.4.2.5 Y is 
P-solvable. A /?-solution for Y is D c At. t(lu. tIS;Z)S2. 
(ii) Let Y’ = ({x(/lab. 2) = z, x(labc.y)Q = y}, {x}). By A.4.2.5 Y’ is P-solvable. 
A p-solution for Y’ is D sz 2.t. tS20. 
(iii) Let Y” = ({ ( x ia. az) = 2, x(iu. U(U)) = u, x(lu. u(u(uIy))) = y}, {x}). 
PFRLR(Y”) is not (right(Y”), &O)-distinct. However Y” is p-solvable. A B-solution 
for Y” is G E /It. tI. 
A.4.3. Solving SL-systems 
Using the algorithm in A.4.2.5 we give (A.4.3.0-A.4.3.3) a Polynomial Time algo- 
rithm to construct a /?-solution to an SL-system satisfying OK-SUFF. This concludes 
the proof of 5.2.3. 
A.4.3.0. Notation. Let {Z} = {xl, . . . . x,,} c,Var and e E Q( (2)) (see A.1.4). 
0. D,., = At, . . . re(x.0) . .. r,(,,r). re(x,oj(re(x,o$r .. . %~,,$t . . . te(x,o)-ra,(,,oj . . . 
Q e(x,lJQZ ... 52,(x,2,. 
1. D:+J ] z (ix, . ..x..[ ])Dx, ,=... D,,.,. 
We break self-application by finding (A.4.3.1) a common p-solution to an infinite 
class of systems (this is the core of the algorithm in A.4.3.2). 
A.4.3.1. Lemma. Let 9 = (f, {g, u}) be a canonical SL-system with equations having 
form &I = z where u $ F V(a). 
Zf OK-SUFF(Y) then 3eE Q({l?})AF E A’VG[ ]zDp,.[ ]VuMl .,. M, = 
ZE~‘FG[MJ...G[M,J=Z. 
Proof. Let e’ E Q( (2, u>) s.t. Y is e’-good and e E Q({jt}) be the restriction of e’ to {I}. 
Since Y is e’-good PFRLR(Y) is (right(Y), (2, u},e’)-distinct. Moreover, since 
Vz& = z E Y [u $ FV(fi)], we have that PFRLR(Y) is (right(Y), IS;}, e)-distinct (see 
A.2.3). From this follows (see [16, Part 1, 9.2.2 and 7.81) that D,,.[PFRLR(Y)] is 
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(right(Y), @O)-distinct. Let 9, = ({u&,[ M,] . . . L&JIM,,,] = zluM1 . . . M, = 
z E 9’1, {u}). From the above discussion follows that 9, is e-good. Hence, by A.4.2.5, 
Y1 is p-solvable. Let F be a /?-solution for 9,. Let G[ ] J&J 1. Then 
VuM, . . . M, = ZE Y FG[MJ . . . GIMm]~FFDp,,[M1] . . . &,[M,] = z. c7 
A.4.3.2. Lemma. Let Y = (r, X) be a canonical SL-system. If OK_SUFF(Y) then 
Y is B-solvable. 
Proof. Let e E Q(X) (A.1.4) st.: 
0. Y is e-good (A.2.3); 
1. d = max{max{deg(M,,,,,,)IxM, . . . M,(,+r) ~left(Y)j, max{e(x,2)IxEX), 
max { e(x, 1) ) x E X} >; 
2. Vx E Xe(x,3) = d + 1 + max{ord(M,,,,,) - deg(M,,,,o,)JxM, . . . M, E left(Y)}. 
By A.2.0 such an e exists. Let x E X = {j;} = (x1, . . . . x,>. 
Vx~XletY(x)=({uM,...M,=z~xM,...M,=z~~},{~,~})(~fresh).Then 
Vx E X OK-SUFF(Y(x)). Hence, by A.4.3.1, Vx E X IF, E A0 VC[ ] J 
D&J ] VUM, . . . M,=zE~‘(x)F,C[M,]...C[M,]=Z. 
Vx E X define: 
A(x) = {(i,d + 1 + ord(M,(,,oJ - deg(M,,,,,,)) I xM1 . . . M, E left(Y) and 
M e(x, 0) = AS. biQ and hi E { 6) }, 
B(x) = {(e(x’,O) + ord(M,(,,oJ - deg(M,,,,OJ, 
d + 1 + oWM,cx,o,) - deg(M,,,,oJ + 4x’, 1) - 4x’, 2)) 
lxMl . . . M, E left(Y) and MPcX1Ol = 16. ~‘0 and x’ E X}. 
Note that Vi E N [(i, i) 4 A(x) and (i, i) 4 B(x)]. 
0. Remark. Vx E X[A(x) n B(x) = 81. In fact (with obvious notation): 
V(i,d + 1 + b - q)E A(x) 
V(e(x’, 0) + b’ - q’, d + 1 + b’ - q’ + e(x’, 1) - e(x’, 2)) E B(x) 
we have 
[i = e(x’, 0) + b’ - q’ and d + 1 + b - q = d + 1 + b’ - q’ + e(x’, 1) - e(x’, 2)] 
= [e(x’, 0) + b’ - q’ < b and e(x’, 2) - e(x’, 1) + b - q = 6’ - q’] 
=5 [e(x’, 2) < e(x’, 1) - e(x’, 0) + q]. 
Absurd by A.2.3.6 and A.1.5.0.0. 30 
1. Remark. Let (e(x’,O) + b’ - q’, d + 1 + b’ - q’ + e(x’, 1) - e(x’, 2)), (e(x”,O) + 
6” - q”, d + 1 + b” - q” + e(x”, 1) - e(x”, 2)) E B(x) s.t. [e(x’, 0) + 6’ - q’ = e(x”, 0) + 
b” - q”’ and d + 1 + b’ - q’ + e(x’, 1) - e(x’,2) = d + 1 + b” - q” + e(x”, 1) - 
e(x”, 2)]. 
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We have [b” - q” - b’ + q’ = e(x’,O) - e(x”,O) and e(x”, 2) - e(x’,2) = 
e(x”, 1) - e(x”, 0) + e(x’, 0) - e(x’, l)] + [x’ E x” and b’ - q’ = b” - q”] (by A.1.4). 
01 
Vx E X define: 
2(X) E [U_yi,k:’ it, ... t 2(d k)+l+e(x,l)+e(x,2)+e(x,3). 
Ft x d+l-k+e(x,3)...td-k+e(x.I)te(x.3) I (i k) E A(x 
3(x) z U,,i,i := Pd Ilk E N(i, k) E B(X)], 
4(x) E [a,,i,k:= At1 ..s f 2(d~k)+l+e(x,l)+e(x,2)+e(x,3). 
Ft x d+l-k+e(x,3)...td-kte(x,l)+e(x,3) I (i, 4 E +)I, 
W, 4 = At, . . . t,(,,o) . . . b(,, l). t,(,,o) 
(t e(x,O)%l,l *..%l*e(x,3)tl ... t e(x,O) ... &(x,1) ) 
tt e(X,O)~X,e(X,2),1 ~.~%e(x,2),e(x.3) 1 ... t t e(x,o)~~~te(x,l) ). 
Vx E X define 
G, = D(x, e) 1 (X) 2 (X) 3 c.9 4(X) and G[ ] E (Ix1 . ..x.. [ ])G,, . . . G,,. 
We verify that G[ ] is a p-solution for 9’. 
Check: Let xM1 . . . M, = z E 9’. We have (with obvious meaning of the symbols): 
G[xM, . . . Mm1 = GC~e~x,o,l ~WL,x,o,I~dWJ ..aGt-Me,x,,,I) 
. . . 
tGCMe(x, 011 2 x,e(x,i)GCMJ . . . GCMe,,,uI) 
GCM e(x,u+ll . . . GCMml. 
Case 0: MP(X,Ol = la, . ..a..~. By A.2.3.2 e(x,2) + m - e(x, 1) = r. We have 
G[xM, . . . Mm1 = @aI . ..4.4L .~.L-,(,,l)+e(x,2) = z. 
Case 1: M,~,,O~ = Au, . . . a,. uhQl . . . Q,. By A.2.3.3 e(x,2) 2 r. We have 
GCxM, . . . Mm1 = G[~e~x,o,lA,~,~ .. . 4,,,,e~x,3~GC~J . . . GCM,cz,,,l 
4 . . . B,c,,z,~,+~GCM,(,,1)+11 . . . GCMml 
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= &h,hG[Q:l ... GCQ:l4z,,r+1... &t,e(x.&[Mll . . . WMzcx,d 
B B 1 . . . ecc,zj--l+qGL-Met,, I)+ 11 . . . GCMml 
= A x,w+v-q(%?:1 . . . WQ,*IAx,,.r+, . ..Ax.h,,i+r-q 
A x,h,d+Z+r-q... A x,h,e(x,3~G[~rl ... GCMe,,, I,] 
B 1 . . . Bp(X.2)-*+gGCM,(,,1,+ 11 . . . GCMml (from l(x)) 
= z (from 2(x)), 
Case 2: M,~,,o~ = La1 . ..a..yQ, . . . Qq, ye X. By A.2.3.4 e(x,2) 2 e(y, 1) 
-q+r>r. 
We have 
G[xM1 . . . M,] 
= G,GCQT*I ... GCQ;*I (GCMe,x.o,l ~,,,+,Whl . . . GCM,,,,,,l) 
. . . 
(G CMe(x,o,l 2 x,etx,z)GCMJ . . . G[M,,x, 1,1) 
GCM e(x,l)+J . . . GCMml 
= WCcx,o,l~ x,e(y,o~+r-qGCMJ . . . GL-M,cc,,,lC1 . ..C e(x,2)+e(y,z)-e(y,l)-r+q 
GCM ecx.1)+11 .. . GCMml 
= %GCQ:l 1.. GCQ4*IAx,e(y,o)+r-q,*+ I . . . A,,.~y.o~+r-q,e~x,3~ 
GCMJ . . . WM,,,,,,I 
c c 1 . . . 4% 2) +ecy, 2) - e(y, 1) -r+q GCM e(x,u+~l . . . GCMml 
= A x.e(Y,O)+*-q,e(Y,O)+r-q L L&,ZP4 1 . . . x.e(y.O)+r-q,e(y,l)+r-q+1 
. . . A x,e(y,o)+r-q,e(x,3~GCM11 1.. GCMecc,,,I 
Cl . . . c e(x.2)+e(y.z)-e(y,l)-r+q GCM ecx,1)+11 .. . GCMml 
= A x,e(y,O)+r-q.d+l+e(y,l)-e(y,Z)+v-q L 1 . . . L(Y.2)Hl . ..H.(,,3)-e(y,l)-*+q-l 
GCMJ . . . GCM,~,,dC~ . . . C e(x,2)+e(y,2)--e(y,l)--r+q 
GCMe(,,~,+d .. . GCMJ (from 3(x)) 
= z (from 4(x)). 0 
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A.4.3.3. Remark. Let Y be an SL-system. If OK_SUFF(Y) then a P-solution for 
Y can be constructed in Polynomial Time. This follows from A.l.l, A.4.2.6 and the 
algorithms in A.4.3.1, A.4.3.2. 
A.5. Proof cf 5.2.4 
Let Y = (r, X) be a quasi-regular SL system s.t. OK_NEC(Y) = true. By 5.2.2, 
A.l.O there exists Y+ E canonical(Y) [Y’ is PFR and LR-distinct]. Let Good-Can- 
didates be the set of e E Q(X) (A.l.4) s.t. e is chosen as in the proof of A.2.4 but using 
always the “else” branch for the if-then-else defining e(xi,2) and Y+ satisfies 
conditions A.2.3.0, A.2.3.1, A.2.3.3, A.2.3.4. Note that, as in A.2.4, Card(Good_Candi- 
dates) = 0(Size(9’)2). 
Given e in Good-Candidates we define the e-relaxation 9” of Y+ as follows. Let 
Yl be the relaxation of Y+ s.t. Yl satisfies A.2.3.2. Yl can be computed in 
Polynomial Time from Y+ simply using A.2.3.2. We call the relaxation that takes 
from Y+ to Y 1 relaxation 1. A z-occurrence in an SL-system Q is a LHS occurrence 
of a RHS variable of CI. Let k be a large integer (e.g. k as in the proof of A.2.4). Let 9” 
be the relaxation of 9’1 s.t. all the z-occurrences of Y+ (and hence of 9’) not relaxed 
in relaxation-l have order k. 
Since Yf is canonical, PFR and LR-distinct from A.2.1.0, A.2.1.4 it follows that 
there is e in Good-Candidates st. 9” is e-good. Note that e and 9” can be found in 
Polynomial Time. We have OK_SUFF(Y”) = true. Let 9’ 2 be the relaxation of 
9’ s.t. 9” E canonical (92). Then OK_SUFF(Y2) = true. Thus, regularSL(Y2) = 
true and the thesis follows. For the attentive reader it will not be difficult to find 
a more parsimonious choice of k. 
Appendix B. Proof of 5.6 
We codify the satisfiability problem for propositional formulas with SL-systems. 
Let PropForm (PropVar) be the set of Propositional Formulas (Variables). Let 
L: PropForm + A be defined as follows: L(x) = x, L(1 A) = LUAU:, 
L(A v B) = L(QL(B)U:, L(A A B) = L(A)UfL(B) (we are representing true with 
Ui and false with U;). Let A E PropForm s.t. FV(A) = {xi, . . ..x.}. We define 
Transl(A) = ({L(A)zQ = z} u {Xi ZZ = z) i = 1, . . . . n}, {x1, . . . . x”}). Transl(A) is an 
SL-system and is /?-solvable iff A is satisfiable. In fact: 
(a) Let D[ ] = (ix1 . ..x.. [ ])Di . . . D,, be a p-solution for Transl(A). Then 
ViE (1, . . . . n} [Di = U: or Di = Us] and DLL(A)] = UT. Choosing * z [xi:= if 
Di = U: then true else false 1 i = 1, . . . , n] we have A* = true. 
(F) Let * s.t. A* = true. Vi E { 1, . . . . rr} define Di 3 if XT = true then Uf else Us. 
Then D[ ] -(ix, . ..x.. [ ])Dl . . . D, is a p-solution for Transl(A). Define 
SLNP = (Transl(A) 1 A E PropForm). Then the /?-solvability problem for the systems 
in SLNP is NP-complete. Note that the systems in SLNP are not regular. 
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Appendix C. Proof of 6.2 
The proof is divided into several parts (C.O-C. 11). 
C.O. Definition. (i) Let 9’ = (r, X) be a system with equations having form 
xk = Aii. y& where x E X and y E (FV(Z. y& - X). We define 
Yo = ({M[(FV(M) -(X u {head(N)})):= Sz] = head(l\r)l M = N EYE}, X). 
(ii) Let Y = (r, X) be a system with equations having form x&f = Aa’. yo, where 
x E X and y E (FV(M. y& - X). Y is said to be e-good iff Yo is e-good (see A.2.3). 
Assignable sequences of variables (see 6.0) are assignable from inside the i,-calculus 
(e.g. as in C.2). 
C.l. Proposition. Let T be a A-theory and Y = (r, u r,, X) be a system st.: 
HO. Each equation in 9 has form M = 2. yo with y E (FV(la’. ye) - X). 
Hl. head(right(r,)) = { yr, . . . , yt} and j = yl, . . . , yk is assignable in Y. 
i’f 9 is U-solvable then V* = [y := H,yj I y E {j;} and H, E A’] Y’ = 
({M = Z. .z*&’ 1 M = IZ ~6 E (r, u I-,)>, X) is lJ-solvable (where G’ is obtained from 
0 replacing some occurrence of y E { j> by H,yT). 
Proof. LetX={x, ,..., x,}andD[ ]=(kxt...x,.[ ])D,,...D,nbeaU-solutionfor 
Y with Vx E X D, = At, . . . t,(,). thCx$Ix, I . . . Dx,qCxI. Vx E X define G, = if p(x) 3 k 
then D, else E.t, . . . t,~,~tp(x)+ 1 . .. tk. th~x~Dx, 1 . . . Dx,4~x,tp~x~+ 1 . . . tk 5 it, . . . tp+.).thcxj 
D ~x,q’(x1 X.1 *.. and G[ ] = (/lx1 . . . x,. [ 1) Gxt . . . Gx,. Then G[ ] is also a T-solu- 
tion for Y (because jJ is assignable in 9). 
VX E X define L, E jt, . . . t,*,,).((G,tl ... tr*(,))[ti:= HYititl . . . tk / i = 1, . . . . k]). 
Then L[ ] = (E-x1 . . . x,. [ ])L,, . . . L,” is a U-solution for 9”. 0 
C.2. Example. Let Y = ({xy(iab. b) = y(xy)y, xy@ab. z) = z>, {x}) and G be a /I- 
solution for 9. Then G* = E.y. G(Hyy) is a p-solution for Y* = ({xy(E.ab. b) = 
Hyy(xy) Vfyy), xyW. z) = ~1, Ix}). 
C.3. Corollary. Let Y = (I-, u r2, X) be a system s.t.: 
HO. Each equation in rI has form XM = yo with x E X, y 4 X. 
H 1. Vx&I = yo, xfi = y’p E rl [y = y’ 3 deg( y& = deg( y(F)]. 
H2. head(right(T,)) = (yI, . . . . yk} and F = y,, . . . . yk is assignable in 9’. 
H3. Each equation in r, hasform xM = z, where x E (2) and z $ (2, j}. 
!f 9 is /?-solvable then OK_NEC(Yo) = true. 
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Proof. If Y is /?-solvable then by Cl Spa is b-solvable. The thesis follows from 
5.2.2. 0 
In C.4-C.5 we take care of recursive definitions. 
C.4. Definition. Let T be a sms theory and Y = (F, u F,, X) be a system s.t.: 
a. Each equation in Y has form x&f = Aa’. ye with y E (FV(AZ. yo) - X and x E X; 
b. head(right(T,)) = {yO, .. . . y,_ I > and y = y,, . . . . yk_ 1 is assignable in 9’; 
c. D[ ] is a U-solution for Y. 
0. The variable u E X is said to be critical for (xk = la’. yip E ri, DC 1) at 
~1 E BT(x$) iff D [(xi@) [LX* (i) := It. Sz]] $ SOL (i.e. the leftmost occurrence of yi in 
D[AZ. yiQ] comes from the occurrence of yi at a*(i) in xfi). 
1. The variable u E X is said to be critical for (xk = lZ.yio E Fi, D[ 1) iff 
3a E BT(xfi) s.t. u is critical for (x,@ = Z. yiQ, D[ 1) at CI. 
2. The variable u E X is said to be critical for (9, D[ 1, yi) iff there exists 
xk = Aa’. yiQ E Fi s.t. u is critical for (xa = Azi. yiQ, D [ I). 
3. D[ ] is said to be a singular solution for Y iff 3yi E {j} 3x E X critical for 
(9, D[ 1, yi) s.t. D, = 2~1 . . . tpcx). r,,(X)DX. 1 . . . Dx,4(x) and h(x) G k. 
Many specifications containing recursion admit solutions having normal form (e.g. 
as in C.6). Proposition C. 1 and Lemma C.5 give a sharpening and a generalization of 
[S, 6.31. 
C.5. Lemma. Let U be a sms theory and Y = (r, u r,, {Z}) be a system s.t.: 
HO. Each equation in Y has form xfi = Z. ye with y E (FV(% yQ) - X) and 
x E x. 
Hl. head(right(Fi)) = {yi, . . . . yk} and j = y,, . . . . yk is assignable in 9. 
0. If 9 is T-soloable then ~‘=({M=~~.y(i~:j}~‘~M=,Ci.y~~~~}u 
{M = ,&i.z~‘I M = Aa’.z~ E r,}, (a}) is T-solvable (0’ analogous to Cl). 
1. If 9’ has a nonsingular solution with nf then Y’ has a nonsingular solution with nf: 
Proof. 0,l. Let {jt} = {xi, . . . . x,} and D[ ] = (AxI . . . x..[ 1) D,, . . . D,. be a U-solu- 
tion for 9’ with Vx E {I} D, = At, . . . t,+... thCXJDX, 1 .. . Dx,qCXI. 
VuEXVyiE{j} define: 
L(u, yi} E if u is critical for (9, D[ 1, yi) and h(u) < k 
then I 
else t h(ujfiy, where i?,z is computed as follows: 
If u is not critical for (9, D[ 1, yi) then fi,i is arbitrary. 
Suppose that u is critical for (9, D[ 1, yi). Let x@ = Aii.y,e E r1 and 0: E BT(xa) 
s.t. u is critical for (x2 = G.yiQ,D[ 1) at CI. Consider the head reduction 
c:D[xIQ]+~D[((x.KI),)*]~ E E ~D[nb’.U...yi...((~~),*(h(u)_,))*...]A~B 
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(25. DC((xmx*<h(u) - I>)**1 0) aB N = z&D [AZ. yiQ] (see [l, 16.2.11) where the left- 
most occurrence of yi in E comes on the head in 0. 
This implies D[((x@,*(~(~) _ ,>)**I E SOL and head(D[((x&f),*<,,(,, _ >)**I) $ 
FV(D[((x&&<,,(,, _ I,)**]) because the occurrence of yi that comes on the head in 
fl is not in A nor in D[((x&f),.,,,,, _ r>)*]. Hence there exists fi E /1’ (easily 
computable) s.t. Vx&I = Aa’.yiG E Fr Va E BT(x&f) [if u is critical for 
(x&f = 12. y&D[ 1) at c1 then D[((xI~?),*(,,(~) _ r>)**]fi = I]. We choose fii,, z fi. 
Vx E X define (reasoning as in the proof of C.l w.1.o.g. we can assume p(x) > k): 
G, = Au1 . . . u.t1 . . . tp(,).((D,tl . . . t&J 
[ti:= t<(L(X, yi)UlUl . . . UJ~ . . . tk) . . . (L(x, yi)U,Ul . . . UJ~ . . . tk)) i E (1, . . . . k}]); 
G: = G,G,, . . . G,,. 
Then G[ ] = (Ax, . ..x.. [ ])G:, . . . Gz” is a U-solution for Y’. Moreover if D[ ] has 
nf and is nonsingular for Y then G[ ] has nf and is nonsingular for Y’. 0 
C.6. Example. Let Y = ({xyQ(Aa. xy0) = yy0(&1. xyQ), xyQ(Aub. z) = z}, {x}) and 
Y’ = ({xyQ(ia.xyQ) = y(xy)yS2@a.xyS2), xyQ(1ab.z) = z}, {x}). G as in 6.3 is a fi- 
solution for Y. Then a possible /I-solution for Y’ is L as in 6.3. 
Using C.5 we can have function symbols on the RHS (i.e. fixed points). Using C.7, 
C.9 we can also take an argument of a function symbol from the LHS to the RHS (e.g. 
as in C.10). 
C.7. Lemma. Let 9’ = (r, u r2, (2)) be a system and j; E (Var - {I}) s.t.: 
HO. Each equation in rI has form x&l = yIi?, where x E (jt} and y E {y}. 
Hl. head(right(F,)) E { y } and 3 z y, , . . . , yk is assignable in Y. 
H2. Vx&I = y&f, x* = y’k E Fr [y = y’ 3 deg(ya) = deg(y’fi)]. 
H3. Each equation in r2 has form xfi = z, where x E (2) and z $ (2, j}. 
H4. 9~ is regular. 
Then 9’ is /&solvable iflOK_NEC(Yo) = true. 
Proof. ( *) Follows from C.3. 
(c)Let 0 ~[{~}:=S~],(~,)‘={~~M~>...M,O=~~M;)...M,OIX~M,...M,= 
~$4, . . . M, E r,}, (r,)’ = {(xti)’ = z 1 xii = z E I-,}, 9 = ((I-,)’ u (I-#, {Z}). 
Since Y is regular we have B is regular and, by C.0, Bo is regular. Since (A.l.O) there 
exists Yz E canonical(Yo) s.t. Y& is PFR and LR-distinct there exists also 9;2 E can- 
onical (po) s.t. Yb is PFR and LR-distinct. Hence, by A.l.O, 5.3, OK_SUFF(po). 
Moreover, by A.l.l, there exists Sz = (F+, {I})~canonical ($+a) s.t. 
OK_SUFF(P&). Thus, by A.4.3.2, PA is P-solvable. 
Let F:={x&=ylxI%=y~~~ and ye{j~}} and F:=F’-Ft. Let 
d(B, x) = Card( {deg(xfl) ( xfi = yfl E Y>) and d*(S) = max{d(Y, x)1x E {I} >. By in- 
duction on d*(8) we construct a solution for B and hence for Y. 
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Case 0: d*(P) = 1. Let {Z} = {xi, . . . . x,) and D[ ] = (Axi . . . x,. [ ])DX, . . . D,_ be 
a a-solution for 9’; (by A.4.3.2) with Vx E (,Z) D, = it, . . . tpCrk. thCXjDX,, ,.. DX,4CX). For 
all x E (2) define G, = ;Iti . . . tPC,,.((D,tl . . . f,,,,)[ti:= tit, . . . tpCxj 1 i = 1, . . . . k]). Then 
G[ ] = (ixi . . . x..[ 1) G,, . . . G,” is a B-solution for 8. 
Case 1: d*(9) > 1. tlx E (Z} define 
m(x) = min {deg(xfi) 1 XI? = yR E 9}, 
t; = v,.,, . . . . v,” (fresh), ii-u x,7 . . . . uXn (fresh), * = [x:= xii1 x E (?}I, 
T:(x) = {XIX: . ..M&) = y&MT . . . M$,,/xM, . ..M.t,, = y Er:}, 
r;(x) = {xiiM: . . . M:,,, = u,iiM: . . . M;,,,I 
3k >O[xM1 . . . M,C,,+k=y~f:]j, 
l-f(x) = {uXt;MT . . . M,* = yZMT . . . MX 1 xM, . . . M, = y E r: and n > m(x)}, 
(T,f)* = {(xiii)* = tlxti = z E r; }. 
Let Q = ((u {r:(x) u F; (x) u f f(x)) x E (2) )) u (r;)*, (2, ii}). Q is regular and 
d*(Q) < d*(8), hence by induction hypothesis there exists a /I-solution D[ ] = 
(Ax 1 . . . X”U,, .. . U,“. C I)&, . . . D,~GI . . . G, for Q. Then G[ ] = (Ax, . ..x..[ 1) 
(D,,G1 . . . G,)...(D,,G1 . . . G,) is a /I-solution for 9” = ({x$f = yGi .., G,fi(xk = 
Yfi E(M) ” (r*)‘, (21). 
The thesis follows erasing Gi, . . . , G, using C.l. q 
C.8. Example. Let 9’ = ((xyQ(kz.xyl2) = yyQ(~a.xyQ),xyQ(~ab.z) = z},{x}). By 
C.7 Y is P-solvable. A /?-solution is G = Aytlf2.((Dytlt2) [y:= yytltl]), where D is as 
in 5.5. 
C.9. Lemma. Let 9’ = (r, u rz, {I)) be a system and y E (Var - {Zj) s.t.: 
HO. F = Y,, . . . . Yk is assignable in Y. 
Hl. Each equation in rI has form x6! = y(x': j)&, where x E {Z}, y E {j}, 
2 $ {5?, jj and the variables in head(right(Ti)) are pairwise distinct. 
H2. Each equation in r2 has form xk = z, where x E {St} and z 4 {jt, y’}. 
H3. Y# = ((Ix&’ = ylxk = y(55:j)tiZC,) u (u& = z(xfi = y(jt:y)tit 
l ~~andz~{Z}andu,,~jEi}}u~,),{~,i;}) is regular, where Ei is a sequence offiiesh 
oariable s.t (6) = {uYZ 1 xii? = ~(2: j)fiiz E fl and z E (2)). 
0. Y is B-solvable ifsOK_NEC(9#) = true. 
1. If 9’ is /3-solvable and Card(T, u r,) > 1 then Y has a /?-solution having normal 
form. 
Proof. 0. ( a ) If 9’ is B-solvable then, by C.l 9’i = ({x&Z = y I xk = ~(2 : j)$fZ E r,}, 
(3)) is /?-solvable, hence by 5.2.2 there exists 9: E canonical(Y,) s.t. 9’: is PFR and 
LR-distinct. By C.l Vx&f = ~(2: j)k E rl Vz E {Z} the equation yyz = ({x$J = z>, 
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(I))isfi- 1 bl h so va e, ence by 5.2.2 there exists Y& E canonical(YJ s.t. .Y”y: is PFR and 
LR-distinct. This implies that there exists 9’ E canonical(Y#) s.t. Y+ is PFR and 
LR-distinct. The thesis follows from definition A.l.O. 
(t) By 5.2.4 Y# is /?-solvable. Hence by C.7, C.5 the system (j’ analogous to (2’ in 
C.1) Q = ({x$4 = y(’ - x, u: jqj’ ii2 1 x$0 = y(Z : j)$i2Z E r,> u {uJ&f = z 1 uyzj& = 
z E Y#} u r,, (2, ii}) is /I-solvable. Let 2 = al, . . . . ak. By C.l there is a p-solution 
G[ ] for Q’ = ({xji? = H,yy(Z, ii : j)j’ i?f 1 xjii? = y(? : j;)jh E r, } u { uyzjfi = 
z~uyzjsl = ZEY} u r,, {a, ii}) with vx$JI = y(Z: j)jSfz, ,.. Zh E r,II, = 
E.yjXiiZt , . ..t.fi,.yJE$, . . . t,a,(u,,,t, . . . t,fi,) ...(Ug:htl . . . tltil). Then G [ ] is a /?-solution 
for Y. 
1. Since Y# is regular by A.2.3.2 and A.1.4 the solution constructed in 0 is 
nonsingular for Y. The thesis follows from C.5. 0 
C.10. Example. (a) Let Y = ({xyS2(la. xyfi) = y(xy)yfl(h xys2), xyL?(kzb. z) = z}, 
{x}). By C.9 Y is /?-solvable. A /?-solution is L as in 6.3. 
(b) Let Y = ({xyS2(k. xyo) = y(xy)yR(k. xyu)u, xyS2(;lab. z)= z}, {x}). By C.9 
Y is P-solvable. A /I-solution is: H as in 6.3. 
C.ll. Proof of 6.2. From C.9 and Cl observing that for regular SL-systems all the 
aigorithms in Appendix C run in Polynomial Time. 0 
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